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Born — November 9, 1902
Died - January 26, 1988
This Town Report is dedicated to a person who volunteered
in many ways to serve both Town Government and many local
organizations. Although she was not native born, Clara's
dedication to her community was a lifetime commitment.
Born in Somerville, Massachusetts, Clara married Cecil E.
Fraser, Dean of the Harvard Business School. After her retire-
ment from the position of Registrar at Emerson College, Clara,
widowed many years prior, moved to Rindge with her longtime
friend, Dorothy Campbell. Their lovely home on Poole Pond
is one of the four remaining one-room schoolhouses in Rindge.
Many people remember Clara in her capacity as Planning
Board Secretary. From the inception of Zoning until her retire-
ment from the Board in 1985, Clara guided the Board's ever-
increasing activities. That job is performed today by a Secre-
tary, Clerk, and a part-time professional planner.
Others remember Clara's dedication to the Rindge Historical
Society, as both Secretary and Treasurer, and her love of the
museum and Rindge's history. Clara served the Board of Direc-
tors of the Society for many years and was also an Honorary
member. She was also active in the Rindge Woman's Club
and the Rindge Congregational Church.
A quiet, thoughtful, and intelligent lady, she served the Town
in many capacities. We shall miss her.
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RECREATION DIRECTOR Barbara B. Young
OK NKW HAMPSHIRE
fOWN WARRANT MSO
iiiImIm i .nit s ol tin' Town t R indge, Ltl the County of
hire i qualified to vote Ln the Town
Al I
I re here b y not ll led Lu appear at R i ndge Memorial School
Am! m in Rlndge Center Ln said Rindgc on Tuesday, the 14th
i rch nex t , (roe B s 30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m., to choose all
e s s a r Officer! '\nd School District Officers tor the
: ng yeat, end to vote on such matters as may appear on the
The Business Meeting will be called to order at 7:00 P.M.
t upon the following subjects:
ARTICLE 1. To hear and act upon the reports of the Selectmen,
n Treasurer, Town Clerk, and reports of all agents, co mm i 1 1 e e s
Officers heretofore chosen, and act in any way relating
thereto.
ARTICLE J. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to
defray Town Charges for the ensuing year and make appropriations
o i same.
ARTICLE 3. To see if the voters will authorize the Selectmen
and Town Treasurer to borrow money in the anticipation of the
collection of taxes for the current year, and to issue in the
name of the Town negotiable notes therefore, said notes to be
repaid during the current year from taxes collected during the
current year.
ARTICLE 4 . To see if the Town will vote to allow a discount of
2Z on property taxes if paid within ten (10) days of presentation
of bill; and that no discount be allowed on partial payments.
ARTICLE 5. To see if the Town will vote that the Selectmen may
accept any and all legacies, gifts, grants and subsidies to the
Town in Trust or otherwise by any individual or individuals; and
to further authorize that the funds may be expended for the
purposes stated, or take any other action relating thereto.
ARTICLE 6. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to sell at Public Auction property acquired by Tax
Sale; and to dispose of or sell surplus personal Town Property or
take any other action relating thereto.
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ARTICLE 7. To see if the Town will vote to create a Town
Manager Study Committee to research the necessity and feasibility
of hiring a Town Manager, and to further make recommendations
regarding the hiring of a Town Manager to the Selectmen and to
report to the Townspeople of Rindge at the 1990 Town Meeting. The
committee would consist of four (4) people to be appointed by the
Selectmen, plus the Board of Selectmen.
ARTICLE 8. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the
provisions of R.S.A 76:15-A which provides for the Semi-Annual
collection of taxes; a first payment of taxes to be due and
payable on July 1st, payment of the balance to be due on December
1st, to become effective with the Tax Year commencing April 1,
1989.
ARTICLE 9. To see if the Town will vote to increase the salary
of the Tax Collector by $5,000.00 (Five Thousand Dollars)
provided that the town has adopted the provisions of R.S.A 76:15A
"Semi-Annual Collection of Taxes":, to become effective with the
tax year commencing April 1, 1989.
ARTICLE 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $6,000.00 (Six Thousand Dollars) for the
purpose of purchasing word processing equipment for the Planning
Board and Police Department.
ARTICLE 11. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital
Reserve Fund for the study and/or implementation of a Recycling
Program and appropriate the sum of $10,000.00 (Ten Thousand
Dollars) towards this purpose.
ARTICLE 12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $10,000.00 (Ten Thousand Dollars) for the
purpose of hiring a Code Enforcement Inspector.
ARTICLE 13. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate and
authorize the withdrawal from the Capital Reserve Fund,
established for this purpose, the sum of $55,657.00 (Fifty-five
Thousand Six Hundred Fifty Seven Dollars) for the purchase of a
Highway Department Dump truck.
ARTICLE 14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $10,000.00 (Ten Thousand Dollars) to bury
wires and cables in Rindge Center.
ARTICLE 15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $12,600.00 (Twelve Thousand Six Hundred
Dollars) to pay for professional and Municipal planning services,
to complete and print the Town's updated Master Plan, and to
continue the Planning Assistance program.
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To aev it thr I ' o v n will tote to raise .1 ml
51,000.00 <.oiw> ritousaiui Dollars) lor the
L reproof P i 1 a Cs binel 1 t t ha
: ten's
I6« it the Town will vote L o r a i s e a nd
in ol >»00 (Four Thousand Seven Hundred
the rapali and resur facing of the tennis and
tball court a
•
it the Town will authorise the Selectmen to
.1 p p ropri.it e d v o a 1 1 y tor the C o n s e r v a I i o n
hut unexpended at /ear end, Ln the Conservation fund
bllah< the purpose ol contributing to the Local matching
1 u n> required for acquiring conservation land or interest
land or other costs B880Clated therewith for permanent
I vat ion use under the NH Land Conservation Investment
.-gram (LCIP).
ARTICLE l g . Bee if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $110,000.00 ($90,000.00 to be appropriated
lie Capital Reserve Funds and $2 0,00.00 to be raised through
to purchase and equip a new Class A pumper and to convert
the present pumper to a forestry truck. (BY PETITION)
ARTICLE JO. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $500.00 (Five Hundred Dollars) to fix or
replace the pump at Hillside Cemetery, thereby providing a supply
ot water at the cemetery. (BY PETITION)
ARTlCLt 21. Are you in favor of amending the Zoning Ordinances
iie Town of Rindge as proposed by the Planning Board and
printed as follows:
AMENDMENT NO. 1. Add to Article III, General Provisions,
Section M to read as follows: Travel t raile r s /mo to r homes:
Privately owned travel trailers and motor homes may be parked or
stored on residential lots in any district provided that such
units do not encroach into any required setback or yard area and
are not occupied for living purposes. (BY BALLOT)
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AMENDMENT NO. 2 Amend Article IV, Recreational District,
Section A- 1 , Uses Permitted, to delete the reference to travel
trailers. (BY BALLOT)
AMENDMENT NO. 3 Amend Article V, Residential-Agricultural
District, Section A- 1 , Uses permitted, to delete "each dwelling
shall be on a separate lot. "(BY BALLOT)
AMENDMENT NO. 4. Change area requirements for single family
dwellings, two family dwellings, multifamily dwellings and non-
residential uses in the Residential-Agriculture District, Village
District, College District, and Business-Light Industry District
as follows: Single family dwellings - two (2 ) acres, Two family
dwellings - three (3) acres, Multifamily dwellings - the minimum
lot area for each dwelling unit shall be two (2) acres, Non-
residential uses - two (2) acres. (BY BALLOT)
AMENDMENT NO 5. Renumber and Reorder for continuity and
clarity. (BY BALLOT)
AMENDMENT NO. 6 Amend the Zoning Map of the Town of Rindge by
re-zoning the parcel currently zoned Residential-Agricultural and
located on the southwest side of Route 119 and designated as Tax
Map 4, Lot 3, and part of Map 4, Lot 38 on the Town of Rindge Tax
Map to Business-Light Industry District. (BY PETITION-BY BALLOT)
The Planning Board does not recommend the adoption of this
amendment
•
ARTICLE 26. To take up any matter that may properly come before
this meeting.
Given under our hands and seal this 15th day of February in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and eighty-nine.
Joseph F. Doherty, Jr., Chairman
Maryann B. Harper
John D . Walsh
A true copy of Warrant-Attest:
SELECTMEN OF RINDGE, N.H.
Joseph F. Doherty, Jr., Chairman
Maryann B. Harper
John D . Walsh
SELECTMEN OF RINDGE, N.H.
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Interest - Tax Ant. Notes
Cap. Res. - Fire Equip.
Cap. Res. - Highway Equip.
Cap. Res. - Police Equip.











































































































TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS $1 ,024,992.00 $981,982.24 $43,009.76
95.80%
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Interest - Tax Ant. Notes
Cap. Res. - Fire Equip.
Cap. Res. - Highway Equip.
Cap. Res. - Police Equip.







































TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS $1 ,116,410.00 8.92%
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SOURCES OV Kl'lVKNUF,
ESa t i ma ted Ac bua
l
Be t i mated
Revenue Revenue Revenue
1 ^88 1988 1989
!\83 $22,000.00 $22,6 14.00 $22,000.00
$7,000.00 $3,623-44 $5,000.00
In t .lilies ( Tax ) $30,000.00 $30,198.69 $30,000.00
•; Use Change Tax $40,000.00 $21 ,000.00 $20,000.00
Boa es $5,000.00 $6,244-00 $6,000.00
venue - B, r.Tax $42,151 .00 $40,382.00 $40,000.00
. ..• Block Grant $82,150.00 $82,150.00 $86,682.00
• Forest $900.00 $973-99 $900.00
Reim. Forest Fires $100.00 $504.01 $100.00
ihicle Permits $280,000.00 $286,645.00 $285,000.00
Dog Licenses $2,500.00 $3,256.00 $2,500.00
. iness, Permits, fees $U,000.00 $15,404.55 $14,000.00
Income from Departments $14,000.00 $12,114.34 $12,000.00
Town Clerk Filing Fees $4,000.00 $3,225.38 $3,000.00
Interest on Deposits $30,000.00 $41 ,902.07 $35,000.00
Sale of Town Property $1 ,000.00 $1 ,950.00 $1 ,000.00
Miscellaneous $10,000.00 $4,315.73 $15,000.00
Court Fines & Rerab. $5,000.00 $17,991 .00 $10,000.00
Withdrawal (Cap. Res.) $93,000.00 $93,000.00 $145,657.00
Revenue Sharing Fund $3,446.93 $3,446.93 $0.00
Income Trust Funds $20,000.00 $44,728.62 $20,000.00
TOTAL REVENUE $706,247.93 $735,669.75 $753,839.00
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BUDGET COMMITTEE REPORT
The Budget Committee is in general agreement with the Town
Budget
.
The 8.9% increase is mostly made up of 7% Town Employees
salary increases, estimated increase in the Solid Waste contract,
a full time Recreation Director and expanded recreation
activities and finally Town Office Expenses.
The increase on Tax Anticipation Notes, is probably under
budgeted, but a long term solution can only be addressed by Semi-
Annual Collection of Taxes.
The largest dollar increase, the Highway Projects, will
only get worse in the future as the costs and quantity of roads
to maintain continue to rise. The projects this year will be:
-Rand Road to the Railroad Tracks
-Complete Middle Winchendon Road
-Woodbound Road to Davis Crossing
These projects total 2.7 miles even thought the Road Agent
calculates that we should be doing 5 to 7 miles a year to keep
all the roads up to par.
Respectfully submitted
John B. Hunt, Chairman
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This is to certify that the information contained in this report
was taken from official records and is correct to the best of our
knowledge and belief. RSA 21-J:34
Joseph F. Doherty, Jr, Chairman
Maryann B. Harper
John D. Walsh
SELECTMEN, TOWN OF RINDGE, NH
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Election and Registration expenses
Cemeteries
General Government Buildings
Planning and Zoning (P.B. 13,435 &
Legal expenses
Contingency Fund
Town Map & Reassessment Revisions






Article 14 Police cruiser
Article 15 Town official minimum wage
Article 16 Police radar




















Interest Expense-Tax Anticipation Notes
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT:





Reas sessment / Revalua t ion Article 11
Article 17 Public Safety Building
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Reira. a/c State-Federal Forest Land
LICENSES AND PERMITS:
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Dog Licenses
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees
Filing Fees- Town Clerk
CHARGES FOR SERVICES:
Income from Departments
Use of F. B. (Art. 10-Reval) contra
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES:
Interest on Deposits
Sale of Town Property
Court fines & Reimbursements
Miscellaneous
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES:
Withdrawals from Capital Reserve 80,000/13,000
Revenue Sharing Fund Article 12
Fund Balance
Income Trust Fund


























Net Town Appropriations 443,337
Net School Tax Assessment 2,624,099
County Tax Assessment 349,872
TOTAL OF TOWN, SCHOOL and COUNTY 3,417,308
DEDUCT: Business Profits Tax Reimbursement 75,912
ADD: War Service Credits 10,500
ADD: Overlay 40 , 248
PROPERTY TAXES TO BE RAISED 3,3^2,144
PROPERTY TAXES TO BE COMMITTED TO TAX COLLECTOR:
Gross Property Taxes 3,392,144
Less: War Service Credits 10., 5,00
NET PROPERTY TAX COMMITMENT 3,381,644
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\i. REP0R1 OF l'HK TOWN OF R1NDGE
i ttu- year ending December 31, L988
A S S E T S
i e .1 s u i e i :
I .i 1 Fu




2 , 100 .00
5,614.07
4 ,347 .31
1 o H and 8 I Tax Collector
Change Fund












5,002 .26 260,491 .38
7 ,546. 12
Account s Due From State :
Forest ": ire Re im b u rsement





Levy of 19 8 7
Levy of 1986
Un collected Taxes
















Fund Balance, December 31, 1987
Fund Balance, December 31, 1988






Accounts Owed by t he Town
:
Accounts Payable




Park & Sons Bond
:
School District Taxes Payable:
TOTAL ACCOUNTS OWED BY THE TOWN
























R KPPK1' OF 1HK AUDITORS
Naion h Rich Protession.il Association
n<i:.», Suite J - 1
N I M Hainp shire 03301
March l 9 B B
Town o t Rind g c
\ | w Hamps h i i 034b 1
III :.ivc examined the combined financial statements of the funds
and account groups as indexed, of the town of Rindge, New
Hampshire as of and for the fiscal year ended December 31, 1987.
Our examination was made in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards and accordingly, included such tests of the
accounting records and such other auditing procedures as we
considered necessary in the circumstances.
In our opinion, the combined financial statements referred to
above present fairly the financial position of the Town of
Rindge, New Hampshire as at December 31, 1987 and the results of
its operations and changes in financial position of its
nonexpendable trust funds for the year then ended, in conformity
with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a basis
consistent with that of the preceding year.
Our examination was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on
the combined financial statement taken as a whole. The supporting
schedules listed in the index are presented for the purposes of
additional analysis and are not a required part of the combined
financial statements of the Town of Rindge, New Hampshire. The
informations has been subjected to the auditing procedures
applied in the examination of the combined financial statements
and, in our opinion, is fairly stated in all material respects in




MASON & RICH PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION
Accountants and Auditors
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Mason & Rich Professional Association
Two Capital Plaza, Suite 3-1




Rindge, New Hampshire 03461
In accordance with the engagement agreement we have with you, the
audit of the Town's 1987 financial statements is in progress.
It is anticipated that the completed audit report will be
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INTEREST OOLLEaED on Delinquent Taxes
PENALTIES OOLLECTED on Resident Taxes
CHARGES COLLECTED on Insufficient Checks
CR.
Remittances to Treasurer during Fiscal Year
PROPERTY TAXES
RESIDENT TAXES
LAND USL CHANGE TAX
YIELD TAXES
INTEREST aJLLECTED on Delinquent Taxes
PENALTLES COLLECTED on Resident Taxes













































Uncollected Taxes - End of Fiscal Year
PROPERTY TAXES
RESIDENT TAXES






SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1988
-TAX SALES/LIENS ON ACCOUNT OF LEVIES OF
1987 1986 PRIOR
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes as of December 31, 1988
ADJUSTING ENTRY TO ACCOUNTS (Tax Amount Added Back)
TAXES SOLD TO TOWN DURING CURRENT FISCAL YEAR
OVERPAYMENT
INTEREST/REDEMPTION COSTS














CHARGES COLLECTED on Insufficient Checks















report or mi row it
t h i y t» .» i B n d I d Deceaba i II, 19 8 8
r 1 t L B A P P .FEES 2 8 6 b A 3 .
USES 1971.00
V 10 LAI' IONS 100.00
FORFEITS (Late Fees) 1185.00
\ IIS 11 OS (Marriage License/Certified Copies) 2174.63
. . .LIENS/RELEASES 1029.75
ELECTION REVENUES (Filing Fees) 2 1.00
FF1C1ENT CHECK CHARGES 126.00
*********** T0TAL 293250.38
FFICIENT CHECKS OUTSTANDING (as of 12/31/88)
Dierdre Lockhart -245.00
Dan Inman -274.00





REPORT OF THE TOWN TREASURER
For the year ending December 31, 1988
Cash on hand, January 1, 1988 $577,699.22
STATE TREASURER:
Block grants /Revenue Sharing
























Pistol/revolver lie e n s e
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First National Bank of Peterboro $300,000.00
Peterboro Savings Bank 700,000.00
















5 E MEN rs
l 2 139.04
51 6 . 98
17,888.00
L 1 . u
h Court
INCOME:
a tea a nd re t u nd
a
Highway Department Income
eae t e r y Plots
Fire De p t . Gifts & donations
. Fire expense reira.
Library reimbursements
Payroll Check voided
e r from Revenue Sharing
Income from Trust Funds
Transfer from Capital Reserves
Interest from Road Access account
TOTAL RECEIPTS AND CASH ON HAND
ORDERS DRAWN BY SELECTMEN-
CASH IN TREASURY DECEMBER 31, 1988
ROAD ACCESS E S CRO W/ MON ADNOCK BANK
PARK & SONS BOND /MONADNOCK BANK
CONSERVATION COMMISSION FUND /MON ADNOCK BANK
CONSERVATION COMMISSION / PETERBOROUGH SAVINGS
$ 4 , 1 1 6 .,93
2 ,527.,00
1 ,950.,00




















Peter F. Wells, Treasurer
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REPORT OF THE SELECTMEN





Tax Collector and Town Clerk
Trustees and others







ELECTION & REGI STRATIONS:
Salary
Service and Supplies




























TOTAL 54 , 104.00
2,591.01
_ 4 6 5.63
TOTAL 3,056 .64
91 .00























































15,8 4 7 .62



















DAMAGES & LEGAL EXPENSES
TAXES BOUGHT BY THE TOWN
DISCOUNTS, ABATEMENTS & REFUNDS
SOCIAL SECURITY & RETIREMENT
INTEREST-TEMPORARY LOANS
TAX ANTICIPATION LOANS












ARTICLE 7 TOWN HISTORY
ARTICLE 10 CAP.RES-REVAL/REASSES
ARTICLE 11 CAP.RES-REVAL/REASSES
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A RT [CLE U_ C AP . RES- S AF ETY BUI LDING
ARTIC LB 19 MASTER PLAN REV I SION
ARTICLE 22 CONS ERVATION LAND ACQ.
PE RPKTUA L CARE-CEM ETERIES
CO NTINGEN CY _F U_N_D












REPORT OF THE ROAD AGENT
December 31 , 1988
1988 Highway Department major summer projects were as follows:
1) Old Ashburnham Road from Route 119 to the Massachusetts
line. Pavement grinding and paving 7,200 feet.
2) Main Street from Route 119 to Payson Hill Road. Pavement
grinding and paving approximately 4,000 feet.
3) Middle Winchendon Road from Route 202 to Lord Brook
Road. Pavement grinding and paving approximately 2100 feet.
4) North street from North Street Bridge to Perry Road.
Sealing 4,220 feet.
5) Pine Terrace: Sealing 600 feet.
The 1988 projects were a total of 3.43 miles. The Highway
Department feels we should be doing between 5 and 7 miles per
year. Doing this would mean we would average major reclaiming and
paving work every 8 to 10 years per road, which is the most we
can expect on our existing roads.
Hopefully,, we will be able to increase the dollar amount in the
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MINOR 1 A I. I. 1 UKAKY
t he ii us
|
eea l mhh
,mii possessions have been entered Lnto the
cop » I e q n y, i a d u .1 1 i v i nc i e i s I ng o hi v i d e o ma terial ,
i use by the patrons • The growth oi Rindge
s .i i v to anticipate a greater responsibility and
laed requirements oJ Che state and ihe Btate
. ary a I i 1 1 on
•
• lul volunteers helped to keep tilings going during
children's Librarian
•
i Lowe I 1
N I C ho 1 s
S ht' p he id
I i h
Cha i r in a n
REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN
The trustees and staff welcomed Diane Gardenour as our new
children's librarian. We were fortunate to find someone with so
much experience coupled with a sincere love for children. Diane
will be full-time after July 1st. Until then, please meet Diane
at the library Tuesday evenings and Saturday mornings.
Kim Sands conducted a very successful summer library program
for our juvenile readers. Prizes were awarded to the most avid
readers and a pool party ended the program. Diane plans to
initiate a similar program for the coming summer.
We missed the school classes coming to the library to check
out recreational and research materials but we are still involved
in R.E.A.P. research during the after-school hours, evenings and
Saturday mornings.
In -library use of magazines and newspapers has increased. A
comfortable area awaits those who enjoy relaxing as they keep up
to date on current affairs. Our subscriptions include 44
magazines and 4 newspapers.
Among non-book services, we continue to offer the use of the
meeting room, without charge, for local, nonprofit organizations
and our excellent copier is a popular feature at the library.
44
The library is open 28 hours a week at the present time and
more hours will be added as the town grows and the need arises.
Shirley Sawyer has done a terrific job in filling the gap
created by the lack of a children's librarian, as have our
volunteers: Claire Adams, Flossie Hastings, Hazel Killam, Barbara
Nichols and Doris Thompson. We are deeply indebted to all.
I would like to end this report with my thanks to you for




On shelves as of January 1, 1988
Added by gift or purchase
Lost or discarded
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t hi' . mi i ng D it rin he C U , 19 88
t v i , i 98 $11, 226 .80












Books, Magazines & Audio-Visual
Repairs & Services
Postage & Office Supplies
Dues, Travel & Tuition
^cellaneous
Returned to town of Rindge
Cash on Hand: December
TOTAL
31 , 1988




























































THE RINDGE CONSERVATION COMMISSION
During 1988 the Rindge Conservation Commission (CC) reviewed 26
Dredge & Fill applications of which 6 involved wetlands
violations. CC members attended Board of Adjustment and Planning
Board meetings and site visits and advised these boards on
conservation matters. Eleven additional sites were investigated
in response to citizen requests or complaints.
CC members attended soils and site review workshops, Contoocook
Greenway meetings, the State CC annual meeting and a NH Wetlands
Board Hearing in Concord. Members also participated on the Trust
for NH Land Task Force.
Jason Gorman and Glen Nicholas were selected to attend Youth
Conservation Camp and received scholarships provided by Marge and
Ed Stevens and the Monadnock Bank.
The CC commended Jim Weidner and Boy Scout Troop 306 for
completing a conservation project at the Contoocook Marsh.
The Conservation Commission meets the fourth Wednesday of each












ann I NG BOARD
i the k i ndge P l a nn I ng Board l / l 9/ H9
lions in Kludge and the nunbe T Ol new
: !'.! i \ i | i n B w B n t d own B n h s I .1 n t i .1 1 I v t 1 o in 1987 t
oard .1 p p ro v e d i ma j o c a nd 1 n i noi
i n >'. 15 new Lot 8 , B iul i i v o t e C h ii i C B 1
tfi th n o na n Lot b c e s ul i i ng . in addition , l he Boa rd
. unit Planned Unit Residential Development to be
phased three years. Commercial and Light industrial
pment >wed Ln L988, with the Board approving o site
pis
Ln 1*8 8 the Planning Board hold 43 meetings including site
i h meetings Lncluded 2 3 preliminary
• || ions, 11 hearings, 3 earth removal permits, 11 work
and 4 public hearings on proposed changes to Town
ord : ind regulations. Two of the hearings were for zoning
aaendraeiUs and the Sign Ord in an co which were adopted by Town
Meeting 1988| and two were for proposed changes to the
regulations governing Planned Unit Residential Developments.
Through the Planning Board Assistance Program, the Southwest
Region Planning Commission's personnel held an additional 44
preliminary consultations with applicants during 19 meetings at
the Rindge Town Offices. The Board has found that the SRPC'S
Planning Board Assistance Program has greatly expedited the
review and approval process for both applicants and the Board.
This year, various Board members attended training sessions
covering growth management, impact fees, current land use
legislation, waste recycling issues, and orientation for new
Board members.
Town Meeting of 1988 adopted the Sign Ordinance proposed by
the Board. The new ordinance, which is incorporated into the
existing Zoning Ordinance, was drafted to help preserve the
attractiveness of the town and to help the town deal fairly with
continuing commercial development.
In an effort to minimize the fiscal impact of growth on the
town, the Board successfully negotiated impact fees with the
developer of the one large subdivision approved in 1988. Based on
this experience, the Board feels that impact fees may be a useful
tool to protect the Town's fiscal condition while being sensitive
to the needs of developers.
A high priority for the Board is the rewriting of the Master
Plan and the development of a capital improvements plan for the
Town. Following an extensive data-gathering effort carried out
over 1987 and 1988, the SRPC will have a draft of the new Master
Plan by March 1989. The Board will then hold a number of public
meetings to hear comments on the draft.
48
In March 1988, Deborah M. Jackson was elected and David M.
Tower was reelected to three-year positions on the Board. Ms.
Jackson later resigned and alternate Paul A. Susca was appointed
to fill her position until town Meeting 1989. Bliss C. Ames was
appointed as an alternate. The Board hired Sharon A. Doherty to
help with secretarial duties.
Paul A. Susca
for the Planning Board
Bo ard Members:
DaVid M. Tower, Chairman (1991)
Douglas F.Gilroy, Vice Chairman (1990)
Geraldine M. Ducharme (1989)
Eric A. Poor (1989)
Kim L. Sands (1990)
Paul A. Susca (1989)
Maryann B. Harper (Ex Officio)
Alternate :
Bliss C. Ames (1991)
49
RlNDCfc HOARD OK ADJUSTMENT
The Board is' fourteon « .; i and went on t h re e site
The Bo. i ' 4 2 cases, l'hev granted 1 5 variances ( 2 special
and 14 wetland rial exceptional They denied b
variances, 1 wetland! spcci.il except ion | and 2 appeals to
lln ro cases were rehearing s, two cases
reapplications, t were con t inued until 1 9 8 (J and one
e was appealed to Superior Court.
Paula Snith and Robert Dufour were appointed alternates.
. e Henrikson served as chairman for most
But!- i is presently the chairman.
















The year 1988 was a successful one for the Town of Rindge.
Some of the many projects were the paving of portions of Main
Street, Old Ashburnham Road and Middle Winchendon Road. North and
Pine Streets were sealed. We accepted one new road, Mountain View
Drive, located in a new subdivision off Davis Crossing Road. With
the assistance of the Ward Trust Fund and a welcome donation from
the Rindge Women's Club, we were able to complete the much needed
repairs to the Meeting House steeple and clock. This was done at
minimal expense to the town and we are grateful for the many
generous citizens and organizations in Rindge. We also purchased
a new police cruiser, highway department grader, and painted the
outside of the Town Office.
After numerous delays, The Department of Revenue
Administration arrived in December of 1988 to begin the
revaluation process. The conference room at the Town Offices is
now their headquarters for most of 1989 until they complete the
new assessment of property. We would like to thank several of the
Town's Boards who regularly meet in that room for their
cooperation in relocating temporarily. A great deal of
preparatory work was necessary before the revaluation could begin
and we would like to thank Carole Knight, Administrative
Assistant, Joyce Webster, Bookkeeper, and Sharon Sheldon, Town
Clerk/ Tax Collector, for the additional hours of work they
willingly performed.
The Selectmen would like t
volunteers who give of their t
Rindge the great community tha
the second volume of the Town
small feat, it is the end resu
Rindge History Committee and t
Stearns and the Committee for
Constitution headed a patrioti
years. A Recycling Committee w
find their report and recommen
Town Report. In response to an
Neighborhood Watch was formed
problem. We would also like to
Employees, Board and Committee
providing continuing service t
dedicated people that add to t
thank you all for your support
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TOTAL CALLS = 411
Although the past year shows a lot of activity, we were
spared many major incidents in town. However, some of our
.; h b o r i n g communities were not so fortunate and much of our
time was spent assisting them. We are very lucky to belong to the
Southwestern New Hampshire Fire Mutual Aid System. Without it, we
would have to handle our own dispatching, provide more manpower
than we do now and purchase more equipment and apparatus and
still would not be as well off as we are now. Even though this
past year we were out of town assisting, other years the opposite
has been true.
At present, we have three immediate needs to be addressed:
1. As reported last year, we have a severe rusting problem
with our 1976 attack pumper. Extra money was put into the capital
reserve at the 1988 town meeting so we can address the problems
this year.
2. Our forest fire truck, which was military surplus and
owned by the state, developed serious mechanical problems and was
returned to the state. Although owned by the State, the loan
agreement stated that the town will be responsible for the repair
and upkeep of the unit. Given the age of the truck (it was a
1952) and it's re*cord of breaking as fast as we could fix it, a
decision was made to return it. At the present time, we are
without a truck to transport our forest fire fighting gear.
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3. Our mutual aid system now operates on three radio
frequencies for fire operations. The radios in our two attack
pumpers have only two frequency capability. These radios are
thirty years old and should be replaced with new dependable
radios that are compatible with mutual aid.
We remind you to test your smoke detectors regularly and
replace the batteries immediately when needed for your family's
safety. The fire department wishes you a safe and healthy year.
Craig A . Hoy
t





I : of .» 1 l Ot he t BOtOf ve h i c I e o t I 2 8 13
>• Accidents 2 7
.i 1 Lnj u c y «> c c Lden ts 2 3
riainal Coaplalnts 3 7 5
Total Juvenile Complaints 17
its for Service 3 A 1 3
detailed List ol offenses is available at the Police
i r t ae n t . )
. . \ L V A L U E OK PROPERTY RECOVERED: $150,300
The 2lst century is around the corner: Law enforcement must
prepare itself now for the challenges of tomorrow. We must use
our skills and the tools available to us right now to outrun,
outgun and outthink the criminals. Crime is not endemic to
specific regions, states or localities, but affects our people
a whole. The fabric of our society, and the present and future
quality of life in this country, depend heavily on our success
failure in the battle against crime.
as
o r
It is ironic that in seeking answers for our current and
future problems, we find our best guidance in the past rather
than some newly discovered "Truth". Great thinkers of history
have given us ample guidance on the human condition. The fact
that many of us choose to ignore their advice does not diminish
its quality, rather it reflects our arrogance. But, we must keep
in mind that we are human, not divine. Our simple mission in life
is to try and improve the conditions which we find in our
personal lives and in our work to the best of our ability.
Perhaps, we will not change the world significantly or with a
dramatic flair; maybe it is enough to just change ourselves and
the small world around us. Together, we can make a difference.
Sincerely ,




Annual Report for 1988
1988 proved to be a very challenging, exciting and productive
year for the Recreation Department. We were pleased to have
offered some 48 programs for residents of all ages and now have a
part time recreation director whose office, located in the Town
Office Building is open to the public on a regular basis.
Much of the department's energy during the past year has been
directed towards developing new programs for all age groups and
encouraging greater community involvement. Eight travel programs
for adults and seniors plus five day trips were sponsored.
Quilting, sewing, golf and oil painting classes were also
offered. Several first time events such as our Halloween Art
Contest, Mixed Doubles Tennis tournament, Breakfast With Santa
and Holiday Cookie Swap were very successful. With the enthusiasm
and assistance of students from Franklin Pierce College, the
Recreation department also helped sponsor a Halloween Haunted
House and Party. Also, during the holiday season, we were able to
arrange home visits from Santa Claus to many area children.
We have continued to offer youth programs in soccer, tennis,
basketball, baseball, swimming and skiing and have also helped to
support the school soccer and basketball teams both financially
and administratively.
In order to keep Townspeople better informed we now hope to be
mailing each resident a schedule of upcoming programs and
activities on a biannual basis. We encourage everyone to
participate in and help support our programs and welcome anyone
willing to volunteer their time, energy and/or ideas.
Finally, we thank all those community members and businesses who
continue to express their support in various ways and the
students and faculty of Franklin Pierce College for their
increasing involvement in our programs. We look forward to 1989
and will continue to increase our efforts in helping to provide
worthwhile and enjoyable experiences for all Rindge residents.








K l N in: B K B G YCLING COMM] T T B B
K i ndge , New H.i m |) s hire
Ait- Meeting 1988 approved $20,000 for a start-up recycling
t in- Select aen asked t he Cornel t tee to develop
tlona Eot a aea 1 I v o 1 u n l a r y recycling program at t lie
Bent trensfei b tat ion.
Committee members met w i L li local waste handlers, visited area
i n ^ operetlona , consulted w i t h the New Hampshire Resource
i at ion, attended various recycling workshops, and
a report to the Selectmen in June. The report analyzed t he
Town's trash situation and made a number of recommendations aimed
at (1) reducing the Town's share of trash disposal costs at the
chendon Landfill, (.2) reducing the cost of scrap metal
-posal, and (3) starting a low-cost recycling program. In
Lon, the Committee cleared the way for the Town's
participation In a household hazardous waste disposal program.
The start-up newspaper and magazine recycling program recommended
by the Committee in June would cost an estimated $6,000 to set
up. However, it would not i mmed i a t e ly save money under the Town's
[ire sent landfill fee arrangement with Winchendon. The Committee
recommended that the Selectmen investigate ways to restructure
the Town's pricing arrangement with Winchendon to avoid paying
dump fees for the amount of trash we recycle. If that could be
achieved, the Committee expects the initial investment to pay for
itself in 5 to 6 years (based on scrap paper prices at the end of
1988) .
But even if landfill costs stayed the same, the Committee feels
that such a small recycling operation would be a worthwhile
investment to prepare for the day when disposal costs would be
even higher and recycling would become economically necessary and
would probably be required by state law. We also believe that a
recycling program would have great educational value.
Further information on the Committee's report and recommendations
may be made available by the Selectmen.
R ecycling Committee;
Paul Susca, Chairman




REPORT OF THE RINDGE HISTORY COMMITTEE
December 31, 19 88
The second volume of the Rindge History has become a reality
thanks to the History Writing Committee.
The Committee continues to gather historical information for
the files which includes the development of projects on "old
houses", "genealogy" and the annual "scrapbook".
The Committee is very appreciative of all the material, pictures,
articles and pertinent information furnished by many of the









REPORT OK THE HEALTH OKK1CKR
The Heal t h I I i c s c coap la tad 4 1 site visits, issued
w i i t t «• 11 reports, a 1 t e n d c d t w o Si.it t> m e e t ing s and had
17 talaph o n c o ntul t a 1 1 o n .
tpac tat ions for 1989 include: A State Meetings;
Radon, Lead and coins innual), continued site visits and
rep
Anyone with a health related concern should contact
t h 8 Health Officer.
Dr. Ralph Cole
Health Officer
The present Health Officer, Dr. Ralph Cole, was
recommended by the Selectmen after the resignation of Dr.
Wolterbeek in April, 1988. The State approved Dr. Cole and his
term as Health Officer commenced May 1, 1988.
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The Meeting was called to order in the Rindge Memorial School
Cafeteria at 8:30 AM by Moderator David M. Tower.
The following officers were elected:
MODERATOR for two years
SELECTMAN for three years
BUDGET COMMITTEE for three years
PLANNING BOARD for three years
SUPERVISOR OF CHECKLIST for six years
LIBRARY TRUSTEE for three years
CONSTABLE for one year
OVERSEER OF WELFARE for one year
TRUSTEE OF FUNDS for three years
SCHOOL DISTRICT MODERATOR for one year
SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER for three years
SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER for one year
David M . Towe r
Maryann B. Harper
John B . Hunt
George K . Myers







J ohn B . Hun t
Bernard Hampsey
Linda S . Tanne r
Ethan T. Perry
The Evening Meeting, delayed nearly one half hour to accommodate
voters still in the voting booths, was called to order in the new
Rindge Memorial School Cafeteria at 7:25 PM by Moderator David M.
Towe r .
The invocation was given by The Reverend Eugene Johnson of the
Advent Lutheran Church in Rindge, followed by the assembly
saluting the flag led by Girl Scout Stephanie Majewski and Boy
Scout Patrick O'Neil.
Moderator David M. Tower requested a moment of silence to honor
the memories of three Rindge residents, active in community
affairs, who passed away during 1987 -- Clara Eraser, Frederic
Robbins and Harold (Pa) Savage.
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£ Resolution w .» s road by ModeratOl David M. Tower:
. I V B S
N
ho; ' i i) i: Selectman John d . Walsh ol Rlndge
i loin. in is defined as onv of gentle and refined
.. • '. I - b i B d an ol character and tine feelings, and
in the collective opinion of his family, his friends,
and his colleagues, John D . Walsh is a man who epitomizes that
L tlon, and
WHEREAS | having been born In Millinocket, Maine forty-six years
, John D« Walsh chose to make New Hampshire his home, settling
the Town of Rlndge in Nineteen Hundred and Sixty-Two, and
WHEREAS, having been blessed with strong leadership abilities
and an abundance of community spirit, John D. Walsh for the past
ears lias served the Town of Rindge as an esteemed and
honorable Selectman, and
WHEREAS, John D. Walsh is a Past President of the Contoocook
Valley Board of Realtors, now therefore be it
DECLARED, by the Speaker of the House, that John D. Walsh, on
this occasion marking his retirement as an esteemed Selectman in
the Town of Rindge, be saluted and applauded for his dedication
to the community, and be it further
DECLARED, that John D. Walsh receive the warmest wishes from the
House of Representatives for a job well done, and that a suitable
copy of this Declaration be prepared for presentation to him.
W. DOUGLAS SCAMMAN, JR.
SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE
offered by Representative John B. Hunt
A Motion made by Mabel Speckman to waive the reading of the
Warrant was seconded.
ARTICLE 1. TO HEAR AND ACT UPON THE REPORTS OF THE SELECTMEN,
TOWN TREASURER, TOWN CLERK, OVERSEER OF WELFARE, AND REPORTS OF
ALL AGENTS, COMMITTEES, AND OFFICERS HERETOFORE CHOSEN, AND ACT
IN ANY WAY RELATING THERETO.
ARTICLE i. A motion made by David Heikkinen was seconded,
and it was voted to accept Article 1 as written.
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ARTICLE 2. TO RAISE SUCH SUMS OF MONEY AS MAY BE NECESSARY TO
DEFRAY TOWN CHARGES FOR THE ENSUING YEAR AND MAKE APPROPRIATIONS
OF SAME.
ARTICLE 2. A motion made by John Walsh was seconded, and it
was voted to raise the sum of $1,024,992.00 to defray Town
Charges for the ensuing year. (See Itemized. Budget at the end of
these minu t es .
)
ARTICLE 3. TO SEE IF THE VOTERS WILL AUTHORIZE THE SELECTMEN AND
TOWN TREASURER TO BORROW MONEY IN THE ANTICIPATION OF THE
COLLECTION OF TAXES FOR THE CURRENT YEAR, AND TO ISSUE IN THE
NAME OF THE TOWN NEGOTIABLE NOTES THEREFORE, SAID NOTES TO BE
REPAID DURING THE CURRENT YEAR FROM TAXES COLLECTED DURING THE
CURRENT YEAR.
ARTICLE 3. A motion made by Joseph Doherty was seconded,
and it was voted to accept Article 3 as written.
ARTICLE 4. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO ALLOW A DISCOUNT OF
2% ON PROPERTY TAXES IF PAID WITHIN TEN (10) DAYS OF PRESENTATION
OF BILL; AND 1% IF PAID WITHIN THIRTY (30) DAYS, AND THAT NO
DISCOUNT BE ALLOWED ON PARTIAL PAYMENTS, AND THAT NO DISCOUNT BE
ALLOWED AFTER THIRTY (30) DAYS FROM DATE OF BILL.
ARTICLE 4. A motion made by David Heikkinen was seconded,
and it was voted to accept Article 4 as written.
ARTICLE 5. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE THAT THE SELECTMEN MAY
ACCEPT ANY AND ALL LEGACIES, GIFTS, GRANTS AND SUBSIDIES TO THE
TOWN IN TRUST OR OTHERWISE, BY ANY INDIVIDUAL OR INDIVIDUALS; AND
TO FURTHER AUTHORIZE THAT THE FUNDS MAY BE EXPENDED FOR THE
PURPOSE STATED, OR TAKE ANY OTHER ACTION RELATING THERETO.
ARTICLE 5. A motion made by John Walsh was seconded, and it
was voted to accept Article 5 as written.
ARTICLE 6. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO AUTHORIZE THE
SELECTMEN TO SELL AT PUBLIC AUCTION PROPERTY ACQUIRED BY TAX
SALE; AND TO DISPOSE OF OR SELL SURPLUS PERSONAL TOWN PROPERTY.
ARTICLE 6. A motion made by Joseph Doherty was seconded,
and it was voted to accept Article 6 as written.
ARTICLE 7. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE
THE SUM OF $25,000.00 FOR THE PRINTING OF THE TOWN HISTORY.
ARTICLE 7. A motion made by John Walsh to accept this
article as written was seconded. Ralph Hoyt, spokesman for the
Historical Society explained that the work of the History
Committee in compiling new data augmenting the History of Rindge
was now complete and ready for print. The cost the print the
Histories has been set at $35,000.00; $10,000.00 of this to be
paid by the Historical Society and the remainder to be raised by
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I repaid to the Town oJ Kludge trom the proceeds of
the be I • I' he plans are to print 500 copies of the
old hi Which COVII through 18 74, a ml 1000 copies of the new
: d .He. 500 S e t s in s I t p c a s e B will be
tith the remaining 500 new histories to be sold a a
i 1 volumes. Prices tor the volumes will be set by the
tciety end the p roc cods turned over to the Town, with
a p dete ol May, i^hh a ml completion date of
.
Ed is 9 u g subscriptions for the new work, to be paid
In advance by those who wanted the volumes, rather than
Mating $25,000.00 and many voters were in agreement. Dale
IOO reminded voters of the impact on their tax rate by
appropriating these funds. After lengthy discussion, Martha
notion to move the question was seconded and carried.
A vote w .i s called for, and Article 7 was carried.
ARTICLE S: TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO CREATE A TOWN MANAGER
MITTEE TO STUDY THE NECESSITY AND FEASIBILITY OF HIRING A TOWN
USER, AND TO FURTHER MAKE RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING THE HIRING
OF A TOWN MANAGER TO THE SELECTMEN AND TO REPORT TO THE
TOWNSPEOPLE OF RINDGE AT THE 1989 TOWN MEETING. THE COMMITTEE
LD CONSIST OF FIVE (5) PEOPLE TO BE APPOINTED BY THE
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ARTICLE 9: TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL RESCIND THE AUTHORIZATION
GRANTED UNDER ARTICLE 10 OF THE 1987 WARRANT TO RAISE AND
APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $48,221.00 FOR THE PURPOSE OF A
REASSESSMENT/REVALUATION IN 1988.
ARTICLE 9: A motion to accept this article as written was
made by John Walsh was seconded. Selectman Walsh drew the voters
attention to Article 10, and explained that since the State
Department scheduled to perform the reassessment this year had
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been delayed and was unable to do the work this year, it was
necessary to rescind last years appropriation which carried a
1988 deadline for use of the funds, and r eappropr ia t e the money
for use in the late 1980's.
It was voted to accept Article 9 as written.
ARTICLE 10: TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND
APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $48,221.00 TO BE PLACED IN A CAPITAL
RESERVE FUND ESTABLISHED FOR THE PURPOSE OF A
REASSESSMENT/REVALUATION FOR THE TOWN IN THE LATE 1980'S AND TO
AUTHORIZE THE USE OF THE DECEMBER 31, 1987 GENERAL FUND BALANCE
FOR THIS PURPOSE.
ARTICLE 10: A motion to accept this article as written was
made by John Walsh was seconded. Selectman Walsh referred back
to Article 9, reminding voters that this is not an actual
appropriation, but a transfer of already appropriated funds to a
capital reserve account for our reassessment.
It was voted to accept Article 10 as written.
ARTICLE 11: TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND
APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $10,000.00 TO BE PLACED IN THE CAPITAL
RESERVE FUND ESTABLISHED FOR THE PURPOSE OF A
REASSESSMENT/REVALUATION IN THE LATE 1980'S.
ARTICLE 11: A motion to accept this article as written was
made by John Walsh was seconded. These additional funds are
necessary to cover the increased cost of the reassessment due to
the delays and also due to the additional properties which have
been created as a result of the many new subdivisions. Any
excess funds from this article will be returned to the General
Fund after the reassessment.
It was voted to accept Article 11 as written.
ARTICLE 12: TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO APPROPRIATE AND
AUTHORIZE THE WITHDRAWAL FROM THE CAPITAL RESERVE FUND,
ESTABLISHED FOR THIS PURPOSE, THE SUM OF $80,000.00 TOWARDS THE
PURCHASE OF A HIGHWAY ROAD GRADER.
ARTICLE 12: A motion to accept this article as written was
made by John Walsh and seconded. Lengthy discussion ensued
relative to the town's need for this piece of equipment, and the
capabilities of the present highway crew to operate it. Peter
Anderson, Rindge Road Agent, advised that the present grader was
no longer able to be repaired and he and his crew had in the
neighborhood of 35 years (total) operating experience. Two local
contractors, George Peck and Philip Stenerson, advised voters
that this was an exceptional value and that since graders
appreciate in worth, the town could conceivably trade it in in
five to ten years for an amount comparable to what we are
proposing to spend. A motion made by Walter Ketola to move the
question was seconded and carried.
It was voted to accept Article 12 as written.
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IF rUB town WILL VOTE TO APPROPRIATE and
WITHDRAWAL PROM THE REVENUE SHAKING fund THE SUM OF
LNTERI CUMULATED TO OFFSET THE lost OF THE
D GRADER
.
IK M : A mo (ion to .1 r c e p t (hi s article as Written was
< 1 1 s h .1 iu! seconded • Selectman Walsh explained that
< balance of monies Left Ln the Revenue Sharing
1 mi an expended or turned back to the government,
it was voted to accept Article 13 as written.
rO SEE IK THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO APPROPRIATE AND
HE WITHDRAWAL FROM THE CAPITAL RESERVE FUND
fcBLISHBD FOR THIS PURPOSE, THE SUM OF $13,000.00 TOWARDS THE
PU^ OF A POLICE CRUISER.
ARTICLE 1 A : A motion made by John Walsh to accept this
article as written was seconded. David Collum, Chief of Police,
Lned tli.it the mileage and condition of one of our existing
cruisers made is unsafe for normal use but that it would be
lined as a third vehicle for the use of the department,
.mar Aho voiced opposition to the idea of a third cruiser and
made a motion which was seconded to amend Article 14 to read: "To
see it the Town will vote to appropriate and authorize the
withdrawal from the Capital reserve Fund established for this
purpose, the sum of $13,000.00 towards the purchase of a Police
Cruiser and to trade in or sell as surplus town property the
existing high-mileage cruiser."
It was voted to accept Article 14, as amended.
ARTICLE 15: TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO INCREASE THE RATE OF
PAY FOR TOWN OFFICIALS TO $5.00 PER HOUR AND TO RAISE AND
APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $5,000.00 TO IMPLEMENT SAID INCREASE IN
WAGES .
ARTICLE 15: A motion made by John Walsh to accept this
article as written was seconded. Selectman Walsh went on to say
that the current hourly rate in $4.25 per hour and there has not
been any increase in the last 6 years.
It was voted to accept Article 15 as written.
ARTICLE 16: TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND
APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $800.00 FOR THE PURCHASE OF A POLICE RADAR
UNIT.
ARTICLE 16: A motion made by John Walsh to accept this
article as written was seconded. David Collum, Chief of Police,
advised that this unit would be replacing an outdated, 1972
model, and that we would be receiving matching funds from the
state. William Champion's request to see if the new unit could
be programmed so that Rindge Residents would not be picked up on
radar was met with laughter from sympathetic voters.
It was voted to accept Article 16 as written.
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ARTICLE 17: TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO ESTABLISH A CAPITAL
RESERVE FUND FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF A PUBLIC SAFETY BUILDING AND
APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $5,000.00 TOWARDS THIS PURPOSE.
ARTICLE 17: A motion made by John Walsh to accept this
article as written was seconded. Selectman Walsh explained that
these funds would be placed in a capital reserve fund for the
purpose of building a new police station in the future, possibly
five to ten years from now. Ed Pederson of the Fire Department
spoke, saying it was his understanding that the Public Safety
Buildings would be housing both Police and Fire Departments.
This was never fully clarified by the selectmen.
It was voted to accept Article 17 as written.
JEAN BENSON ADDRESSED THE MODERATOR SEEKING CLARIFICATION ON THE
VOICE VOTE OF ARTICLE 16, SAYING THAT FROM HER VANTAGE POINT IN
THE HALL, IT SEEMED THAT IT WAS QUESTIONABLE AS TO WHETHER THE
YESSES OR NOES HAD CARRIED THE VOTE.
HJALMAR AHO MADE A MOTION, WHICH WAS SECONDED TO RECONSIDER
ARTICLE 16, AND ON A STANDING VOTE OF:
YES— 70 NO— 107
IT WAS VOTED NOT TO RECONSIDER THE ARTICLE 16.
ARTICLE 18: TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND
APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF TWENTY THOUSAND DOLLARS ($20,000.00) FOR A
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ARTICLE 19: TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND
APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $12,500.00 TO PAY FOR PROFESSIONAL AND
MUNICIPAL PLANNING SERVICES TO ASSIST THE PLANNING BOARD IN
REVISING THE TOWN MASTER PLAN AND TO PROVIDE PLANNING ASSISTANCE.
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AK1 19 1 A notion mail«« by John Walsh to accept this
was | a C ii d | d . Selectman Walsh referred to
I I •* 198 7 Town Matting Warrant, and advised that the
unexpended bala torn last year's appropriation would be added
to the amount requested in this article to continue work on the
Hester Plan. Robert Pant on ol the South Western Regional
P 1 a u n -. 'amission ( SWRPC ) spoke to the voters about the
to date and plans for the future. Mark Tanner spoke
in f a v the work done by the Planning Board and SWRPC saying
.. <• r e l ( • • i D >; tO pi ' e | e i ' v e the quality of life in R i n d g e . Kim
Sands, member ol the Rindge Planning Board advised that some of
th<- ivolved in this planning assistance are recouped by
fees paid from people seeking subdivisions and the work done so
far had helped to streamline the hearing processes.
It was voted to accept Article 19 as written.
ar: 20: to see if the town will vote to create a wildlife
\ry on map 10 lot 46 and map 10 lot 47-19 and also
c0nt00c00k meadows containing 60 acres more or less which was
donated h) the town for this purpose and to authorize the posting
of no hunting signs.
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ARTICLE 21: TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO THE CLOSING OF
MOUNTAIN ROAD TO THROUGH TRAFFIC FROM COLLEGE ROAD AT FRANKLIN
PIERCE COLLEGE TO CLEAVES ROAD, EXCEPT FOR EMERGENCY VEHICLES.
ARTICLE 21: A motion made by David Heikkinen to accept this
article as written was seconded. Selectman Heikkinen explained
that this article had been included at the suggestion of many of
the Mountain Road residents who are concerned for the safety of
their children. The road has been patrolled and posted at a
lower speed limit, but the problem has not been solved. Brenda
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tabled with no action taken.
ARTICLE 22: TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND
APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $5,000.00 TO THE CONSERVATION FUND AS
AUTHORIZED BY R.S.A. 36-A:5 AND AUTHORIZE THE SELECTMEN TO ACCEPT
PRIVATE DONATIONS OF LAND, INTEREST IN LAND OR MONEY TO BE
DEPOSITED INTO THE CONSERVATION FUND FOR THE PURPOSES
CONTRIBUTING TO THE LOCAL MATCHING PORTION REQUIRED FOR ACQUIRING
CONSERVATION LAND OR INTEREST IN LAND AND OTHER COSTS ASSOCIATED
THEREWITH FOR PERMANENT CONSERVATION USE UNDER THE N. H. LAND
CONSERVATION INVESTMENT PROGRAM (LCIP) R.S.A. 221-A, AND
AUTHORIZE THE SELECTMEN TO APPLY FOR AND ACCEPT THE STATE
MATCHING FUNDS UNDER THE LCIP FOR THE PURPOSES OF ACQUISITION OF
THE FEE OR LESSER INTEREST IN CONSERVATION LAND. SAID
APPROPRIATED OR DONATED FUNDS AND STATE MATCHING FUNDS MAY BE
EXPENDED BY MAJORITY VOTE OF THE CONSERVATION COMMISSION. (BY
PETITION)
ARTICLE 22: A motion made by David Heikkinen to accept this
article as written was seconded. Robert Shepherd of the
Conservation Commission advised that in addition to the members
of the Conservation Commission, a task force consisting of John
Walsh, Dale Thompson and James Jenkins would be involved with
this program.
It was voted to accept Article 22 as written.
ARTICLE 23: SHALL WE ADOPT THE PROVISIONS OF R.S.A. 72:37 FOR
THE EXEMPTION FOR THE BLIND FROM PROPERTY TAX? THIS STATUTE
PROVIDES THAT EVERY INHABITANT WHO IS LEGALLY BLIND SHALL BE
EXEMPT EACH YEAR FROM THE PROPERTY TAX ON A RESIDENCE TO THE
VALUE OF $15,000.00. (BY PETITION-BY BALLOT)
YES 539 NO 168
ARTICLE 24: SHALL WE ADOPT THE PROVISIONS OF R.S.A. 80:58-86 FOR
A REAL ESTATE TAX LIEN PROCEDURE? THESE STATUTES PROVIDE THAT
TAX SALES TO PRIVATE INDIVIDUALS FOR NONPAYMENT OF PROPERTY
TAXES ON REAL ESTATE ARE REPLACED WITH A REAL ESTATE TAX LIEN
PROCEDURE UNDER WHICH ONLY A MUNICIPALITY OR COUNTY WHERE THE
PROPERTY IS LOCATED OR THE STATE MAY ACQUIRE A TAX LIEN AGAINST
LAND AND BUILDINGS FOR UNPAID TAXES. (BY PETITION-BY BALLOT)
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YES 4 5 2 NO 2 12
ARE vol in FAVOR OF AM KN PING THE ZONING ORDINANCES
\S PROPOSED BY THE PLANNING BOARD AND
(BY BALLOT)
IENDHBNT NO. 1: TO CHANGE ARTICLE ill (GENERAL
ECTION C REGARDING SIGNS TO REFER TO A COMPREHENSIVE
LATE TYPE, SIZE and location of all signs.











Y E S 4 8 7 NO 192
AMENDMENT NO. 3: TO ADD TO ARTICLE III (GENERAL
PROVISIONS) A SECTION THAT DEFINES THE PROCEDURE USED TO ACCEPT
ROADS FOR TOWN MAINTENANCE UTILIZING THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF AN
ADVISORY BOARD, PLANNING AND ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS (FEES TO BE
D BY THE APPLICANT) AND TO CONDUCT THE LAYOUT OF ROADS AS
DEFINED BY NEW HAMPSHIRE REVISED STATUTES.
YES 482 NO 192
AMENDMENT NO. 4: TO ADD TO ARTICLE III (GENERAL
PROVISIONS) A SECTION LIMITING THE HEIGHT OF ALL BUILDINGS,
STRUCTURES AND ADDITIONS TO NO MORE THAN FORTY-FIVE (45) FEET
ABOVE THE LOWEST FINISHED GRADE, EXCLUDING CHIMNEYS, FLAGPOLES,
CHURCH SPIRES, FARM SILOS AND OTHER SIMILAR STRUCTURES, AND
ALLOWING FOR THE HEIGHT TO BE EXCEEDED IN THE BUS I NES S -L IGHT
INDUSTRY DISTRICT AND COLLEGE DISTRICT ONLY UPON GRANTING OF A
SPECIAL EXCEPTION BY THE BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT.
YES 447 NO 256
AMENDMENT NO. 5: TO CHANGE ARTICLE V
(RESIDENTIAL-AGRICULTURAL DISTRICT) SECTION A.l (USES PERMITTED)
TO INCLUDE SITE PLAN APPROVAL, UNLESS WAIVED BY THE PLANNING
BOARD, FOR HOME OCCUPATIONS AND BUILDINGS AND SERVICE TRADES
APPROVED BY THE BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT.
YES 396 NO 278
AMENDMENT NO. 6: TO CHANGE ARTICLE V
(RESIDENTIAL-AGRICULTURAL DISTRICT) SECTION A. 4 (USES PERMITTED)
TO INCLUDE SITE PLAN APPROVAL, UNLESS WAIVED BY THE PLANNING
BOARD, FOR TOURIST HOMES, INCLUDING BED AND BREAKFAST FACILITIES
AND REQUIRE OPERATORS OF SUCH FACILITIES, TO APPLY FOR A YEARLY
PERMIT (FEE: $10.00) BEFORE THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN.
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YES 445 NO 236
AMENDMENT NO. 7: TO CHANGE ARTICLE V
(RESIDENTIAL-AGRICULTURAL DISTRICT) SECTION B.2 (YARD) TO
INCREASE SETBACKS TO AN ABUTTER'S PROPERTY TO THIRTY (30) FEET.
YES 402 NO 282
AMENDMENT NO. 8: TO CHANGE ARTICLE VII (COLLEGE
DISTRICT) SECTION A.l (USES PERMITTED) TO INCLUDE ANY USE
PERMITTED IN THE VILLAGE DISTRICT.
YES 404 NO 252
AMENDMENT NO. 9: TO CHANGE ARTICLE VII (COLLEGE
DISTRICT) SECTION B.2 (YARD) TO INCREASE SETBACKS TO AN ABUTTER
PROPERTY TO THIRTY (30) FEET UNLESS THE
LOCATED IN ANOTHER ZONING DISTRICT, THE
PROPERTY SHALL BE FIFTY (50) FEET.
ABUTTING PROPERTY IS
SETBACK TO AN ABUTTER'S
YES 379 NO 291
AMENDMENT NO. 10: TO CHANGE ARTICLE VIII
(BUSINESS-LIGHT INDUSTRY) SECTION B.2 (YARD) TO INCREASE SETBACKS
TO AN ABUTTER'S PROPERTY TO THIRTY (30) FEET UNLESS THE ABUTTING
PROPERTY IS LOCATED IN ANOTHER ZONING DISTRICT, THEN THE SETBACK
TO AN ABUTTER'S PROPERTY SHALL BE FIFTY (50) FEET.
YES 394 NO 271
AMENDMENT NO. 11 TO CHANGE ARTICLE IX
(NONCONFORMING USES) SECTION E. TO PROVIDE THAT ANY OWNER OF
CONTIGUOUS NONCONFORMING LOTS MUST COMBINE SUCH LOTS BEFORE ANY
BUILDING PERMITS MAY BE ISSUED FOR ANY OF THE LOTS, UNLESS SAID
LOTS HAVE BEEN PREVIOUSLY APPROVED BY THE PLANNING BOARD OR
EXCEED FIVE (5) ACRES IN AREA.
YES 401 NO 269
AMENDMENT NO. 12: TO ADD TO ARTICLE XVI
(DEFINITIONS) SECTIONS DEFINING BED AND BREAKFAST FACILITIES AND
TOURIST HOMES SPECIFYING THAT THEY ARE OWNER-OCCUPIED AND ANY
MEALS SERVED ARE TO IN-HOUSE GUESTS ONLY.
YES 420 NO 258
AMENDMENT NO. 13: TO RENUMBER AND REORDER
(HOUSEKEEPING AMENDMENT) FOR CONTINUITY AND CLARITY.
YES 471 NO 182
ARE YOU IN FAVOR OF AMENDING THE OFFICIAL ZONING
MAP OF THE TOWN OF RINDGE AS PROPOSED BY PETITION AS FOLLOWS:
REZONE THE PARCEL LOCATED ON THE EAST SIDE OF FITZGERALD ROAD AND
69
IP lot I on ME tax hap AND CURRENTLY ZONED
\. 10 BECOME PARI of THE RESIDENTIAL-AGRICULTURAL
\lng Board HO tea that tills parcel Is already located in
tgriculturaJ Di strict. (by petition)
YES A t> 7 NO 18 3
ARE YOU IN FAVOR OF AMENDING THE OFFICIAL ZONING
MAP OP THE rOWN OF RINDGE AS PROPOSED BY PETITION AS FOLLOWS:
THE PARCEL LOCATED ON THE NORTH SIDE OF ROUTE 119 AND
MATED AS MAP b LOT 82 ON THE TAX MAP AND CURRENTLY ZONED
N LAL-AGRICULTURAL, TO BECOME PART OF THE BU S 1 NES S -L I G HT
1 N D USTRY DISTRICT?
The Planning Board recommends adoption of this amendment by a
vote of 5-0. (BY PETITION)
YES 488 NO 160
ARTICLE 26: TO TAKE UP ANY MATTER THAT MAY PROPERLY COME BEFORE
THIS MEETING.
ARTICLE 26: There being no further business, a
motion was made and seconded to adjourn at 11:00 P.M.
ALL OFFICERS WERE DULY SWORN IN AS BY LAW PRESCRIBED.
Respectfully Submitted,
Sharon L. Sheldon, Town Clerk













































Interest - Tax Anticipation Notes
Capital Reserve- Fire Equipment
Capital Reserve- Highway Equipment
Capital Reserve- Police Equipment






































VALUATION OF REAL ESTATE
LIST OF OWNERS
ASSESSED AS OF APRIL 1, 19







EQUALIZED RATIO 33 %
Please note: Resident, Nonresident, and Monadnock. Park are not
listed separately as in prior years. This is due to the
computerization of the real estate listing. Therefore, the




AARDEN, RUDY & BERNARDA J.
ABBEY, GEORGE F. & EILEEN B.
ABBOTT, CELIAN H. & WILLIAM
ABORN, DAVID R. & HARRIET E.
ABORN, DAVID R. & HARRIET E.
ABORN, DAVID R. & HARRIET E.
ACKER, ANDREW F. & MIRIAM W.
ADAMS, JOSEPH III
ADAMS, MARC F. ;
ADAMS, KENNETH
ADAMS, KENNETH
ADAMS, ROBERT E. & MARIE T.
ADAMS, ROBERT E. & MARIE T.
ADOMOVICH, SHIRLEY G. & GRAY,
ADVENT LUTHERAN CHURCH
AHO, CALVIN & MATTSON, KENNETH
SMITH, LOUISE J. ;











AHO, FREDERICK AND DEBRA J.






E. & MARY E.
& DORAINE
& SEYMOUR





. & ELMI E.
& RENEE
& MELODY J.
AICHOLTZ, PATRICK L. & ARLENE L











AMADIO, LOUIS R. & JANET A.
AMADON, STEPHEN A. & SHARON
AMBURGEY, LEONARD L. & BARBARA
AMELING, ANN & JAMES
AMES, BLISS C. & PHYLLIS H.
AMES, LAWRENCE S. & SKOVE, SAMANTHA E.
AMES, SCOTT & BURSTEI N- AMES , RONDA
AMES, SCOTT & BURSTEI N - AMES , RONDA
AMES, SCOTT & BURSTEI N - AMES , RONDA
AMES, SCOTT & BURSTEI N - AMES , RONDA
AMES, SCOTT & BURSTEI N - AMES , RONDA
AMES, SCOTT & BURSTEI N - AMES , RONDA





















































































































t AND Bl DCS C.U
A -JO 25 1
34. 16820
• 34. 38
N R 48. 56 70 23360 9210
'• OB. 08-2 38600 10450 28150
'• 39. 39 *0 8520 26270
TRE
41 . 03 SO 8800 17750
15 9280 5680 3 b 00
NN 02. 10-1 215 215
N 797S0 708S0 8900
06. 4«»A 5 410 410
J. 6 MARGARET ANN 06 04-1 170 170
N Dj 74 125 125
N : a OS,.08 3780 3780
K 1 A 07. 61 45420 12220 33200
i 23 ,03-1 55650 8550 47100
24 04 30460 6670 23790
33 , 16 37690 9380 28310
K I A 11 , 30 200 200
. JAMES & ANNA 43 .01-10 45720 10520 35200
DONALD J. & RITA M. 04. 51-3 38300 6050 32250
ASAFF. WADE J. 07 .26-48 39050 6150 32900
ASH. : k C. & BERTHA L. 45,,020 28750 5600 23150
IAS, DAVID M. & V KAREN M. 46 .04 22460 5360 17100
BERT A M. 39 ,06 3445 3445
1 ;
: esta N. 39 .26 28350 6120 22230
BARBARA M. 48 ,63 3360 3360
BARBARA M. 48 .65 3120 3120
BARBARA M. 48 .66 23130 4320 18810
AUDUBON SOCIETY OF N. H. 07 .15-3 55 55
JN SOCIETY OF N. H. 07,.15-3-2 7 7
AUDUBON SOCIETY OF N. H. 07 . 15-3-3 1435 1435
AUDUBON SOCIETY OF N . H. 07 . 15-6 11 11
AUDUBON SOCIETY OF N. H. 07 .26-61 45 45
••
. TIMOTHY A. & KAREN 28 .20 59980 15200 44780
AVEDISIAN. ALICE 35 .04 5670 5670
. DENNIS 06 .71-1 40470 7500 32970
AYOUB. DAVID A. & JEAN M. 06 .49-4 46360 6390 39970
B&S REALTY 06 .99-5 10100 10100
B&S REALTY 06 .99-6 10900 10900
BABINEAU. BRIAN K. & TORR, ALAN J. 25 .08 34870 9620 2S250
BABINEAU. DAVID M. & SUSAN J. 03 . 36 33000 5250 27750
BAGGIO. DIANE 08 .06-1 7850 7850
:. MARION ESTATE 45 .033 1080 1080
. MARION ESTATE 45 .034 1980 1980
. MARION ESTATE 45 .035 2400 2400
. MARION ESTATE 45 .036 1080 1080
BAGLEY. MARION ESTATE 45 .037 210 210
: . MARION ESTATE 45 .040 3960 3960
ARION ESTATE 45 .041 4020 4020
BAGLEY. MARION ESTATE 45 .04 2 4020 4020
LEY. - : LL1 am C. 46 . 14 33840 53uO 28480
- ' RLES A. ESTATE s v : t- - : n i a 02 . t>8 1 21320 8320 13000
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OWNER (S) OF RECORD






FORD,M. ; JOPSON, J.
BARKER, EDMUND L. &
BARKER, EDMUND L. &
BARKER, EDMUND L. &






















BARRY, ROBERT L. & MARGARET C.
C/O RALPH HOYT
BARRY, ROBERT L. & MARGARET C.
C/O RALPH HOYT
BARRY, ROBERT L. & MARGARET C.
C/O RALPH HOYT
BARTEL, CYNTHIA & GARLAND, JEFFREY
BARTLETT, CHESTER B. & LINDA J.
BARTLETT, DENNIS R.
BARTLETT, GEORGE E. ESTATE & CHRISTINE
BARTLETT, JAMES W. & SHERRELL A.
BARTON, ROBERT L. & BERTHA A.
BASSETT, RICHARD E. & GLORIA H.
SCOTT L. & SANDRA L.






NELSON T. JR. & AUNE T.
NELSON T. JR. & AUNE T.
BAUER, LAWRENCE E. JR.
BEAUDOIN, CLAUDE & EVA
BEAUREGARD, RICHARD V. & EMILY E
BEAUVAIS, JAMES & PHYLLIS
BEERS, GARY A. & JACQUELINE A.
BEERS, ROBERT L. & TAMMY
BEGUN, BETTINA B.
BEKIER, STEVEN W. & CHRYSTINA





& LAMOTHE, RICHARD N.
BELL, PAUL A. & NORMA C.
BELLETETES INC.
EELLIVEAU, RAYMOND & IRENE
BENJAMSON, JAMES E. & CYNTHIA
& MARCELLE M
, & KAREN M.


















































TOTAL LAND BLDGS C.U.












































42270 8770 33 5 00
75


















BLAt I I RUDE I
.
U.D J. & MOORE. DOROTHY T
JULIEM & DOROTHY A.
SD. DAVID R. & JUDITH R.
IN L. & NORA
blouin. bers:;e
blucke. robert w. &
bobby. stephen m. &
:chio. leonard j.; dawn a
ru l.
BOCK. CARL W. & PHYLLIS M.
BOICE ENA B.
BOLDUC. STEPHEN P.; LILLIAN M.
BORDUZ, LUCIAN & MARIA
BOSTON & MAINE CORPORATION
DEPARTMENT









BOULAY. MARK E. & GOERGINA
BRACKETT. ROBERT & MARJORIE
7, LARRY R. & CAROL A
BRAND. PAUL I. JR. & PATRICIA













































































































OWNER (S) OF RECORD MAP/PARCEL* :otal LAND BLOCS C.U,
BRANDES, DAVID E














J. & DENISE P,
MARGARET E.






























BRYANT, ESTATE OF PAUL R
C/O 1ST SAFETY FUND BANK
BUCCHERI, ALFREDA B.
BUFFINTON, LESTER W
BULL, GEORGE W. &
BULLEY, GILBERT F
BUMPUS, PETER FAY
BURBANK, HERBERT W. & LILA M.








































































































42170 111 CO 31070
33650 10400 2 3 2 5






























































O D. & MARY T.
. . :s ,s THERESA
K'.TOE BOY SCOUT CAMP, INC
:out CAMP. INC




campbell. james g. &
campos. joseph t.
camuso. lois m. 4 anthony l.
\:. wilfred & irene
caovftte. wilfred & irene
tce, richard l. as trustee
•;:; Trillium realty trust
e. richard l. as trustee of
: llium realty trust
cap022i. herman & gloria
carbonneau. caroll j. & sara
carbone. robert n.
c/o robert moynihan
carguilo, dominic & jeanne e
carguilo, dominic & jeanne e
carlson, james & annette d.
carlson, john d. & raylene f
F.EST.
FRASER. CLARA F.EST.




CARMICHAEL. GEORGE H. & SHERILYN
CARON. ROBERT L. & ELIZABETH P.
CARPENTER. DAVID C, . JR.
CARPENTER, DAVID C . JR.
CARPENTER. DAVID C . JR.
CARPENTER. DUANE
CARRIER. THOMAS A. & TERRI A.
CARROLL. CHARLES & MARTHA
CARROLL. CHARLES & MARTHA
CARROLL. CHARLES & MARTHA
CARROLL. CHARLES 6 MARTHA
ROLL, "IRIAM I
.



















































































































OWNER (S) OF RECORD MAP/PARCEL* TOTAL LAND BLDGS C.U
CASEY, DENNIS W.
CASEY, THOMAS S. & KATHLEEN A.
CASHEN, AURA N.
CATHEDRAL ESTATES PROPERTY OWNERS ASSOC,
c/o
CATHEDRAL OF THE PINES FOUNDATION
CATHEDRAL OF THE PINES FOUNDATION
CATHEDRAL OF THE PINES FOUNDATION
CATHEDRAL OF THE PINES FOUNDATION




























CHARLONNE, KENNETH W. & MURIEL T.
CHARRON,JOHN P. & MCCABE-CHARRON, CHERYL
CHARRON, THOMAS R.
CHARRON REAL ESTATE, INC









































C/O CAMP COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN
CHRIST CHURCH CAMP
C/O CAMP COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN
CIAMPA, JOSEPH & MARY J.
CIAMPA, JOSEPH & MARY J.
CIARCIA, JOHN H. JR. & LEO, NANCY
CIOLA, MARTHA K.
CLAPP, ROBERT & ANITA
CLARK, DIANE & ROLAND
CLARK, JOHN CRAIG JR. &
CLARK, JOHN CRAIG JR. &
CLARK, ROBERT B. & BETH
CLEAVES, WALTER E
CLELAND, ROBERT J.
CLEMENTE, RONALD J. & DARLENE J.
CLEVELAND, RICHARD A. & ESTATE OF MARION
CLEVELAND, WALTER A. & MARY B.
CLEVERDON, DAVID W. & GERTRUDE Y. .
CLIMO, JAMES
































































































MAP/PARCELi TOTAL LAND PLDGS C .U
K.









































COLLAMORE. JOEL A. & JOANNE
COLLUM, DAVID J. & MARGARET A.
COLLUM. DAVID J. 6 MARGARET A.
COLONIAL CO-OPERATIVE BANK
COLPITTS, PETER J. & BARBARA J.
COM?.- NA £ RAYMOND
CONDON. TERRENCE & BARBARA C.
CONE. LAURISTON F. & LINDA B.
-

























































































































OWNER (S) OF RECORD MAP/PARCEL* TOTAL LAND BLDGS C.U
CONEYS, THOMAS & JO ANN
CONEYS, THOMAS & JO ANN
CONNARE, MARCELLE L.
TRUSTEES OF CONNARE FAMILY TRUST
CONNARE, MARCELLE L.
TRUSTEES OF CONNARE FAMILY TRUST
CONNOR, HARRY J. & GEORGIANNA M.
CONNOR, MICHAEL F.
CONNORS, DANIEL P. & SUZANNE
CONREY, JASON F. & MARY J.
CONSTANTINE, RAYMOND G. & MARIE A.
COOK, ROBERT J. & VALERIE R.
COOK, DON B. & MARY ANN
















COSS, CHARLES E. & GENEVIEVE B
COSTELLO, WILLIAM F. & MARY E.
COUSHAINE, CHARLES M.
COUSHAINE, CHARLES & JEANNIE









































































































































































- - E. JR. 4 CAROLINE








C/O RICHARD FEF %
:unm i ah.
.•"OHN F. & KATHERINE L.
rUNE M.
NE M.
R. ESTATE 4 LOIS E.
NALD J . 4 I
- 4 DONNA L.






MOM MM AN K.
. :N
DAM
DAMON. JONAS REALTY CO., INC.
DAHON. MARK 4 PAULA
DAM.' ARD
LEY. NOEL 4 MARY
RALPH A. 4 JOYCE W.
dap: LLA m
'--. /AMES H. & ANGELA M.
- :CHARD H. 4 PEGGY B.
IVIDSOI • RD 4 JUDITH A.
DAVIS. . 4 FUMIKO
C/O ALICE STEARNS
ETH C . 4 Fl'MIKO
C/: ^NS
"hard d. estate
: :hard d. estate
2hard d. estate
- : ll: AM H. 4 HOPE E.
DAVIS. WILLIAM R. & DORIS A.















































































































, & VIRGINIA A.
& ELAINA L.
& CEIL E.
DEAN, RICHARD & KATHLEEN A.
DEAN, TIMOTHY W. & BRENDA D.
DEAN, TIMOTHY W. & BRENDA D.
DEARANI, ELIZABETH B.
DECAROLIS, BERARDINO V. <& BRENDA








DEMARTINO, ACHILLES & CHARLOTTE
DEMERS, DANNY E. & THERESA L.
DENARO, MATTHEW L.
DENEUFVILLE, JOHN P.
DEROSA, KAREN C. & SCHAEJBE, THOMAS M.
DERR, TIMOTHY G. & LYNN S.
DERRICO, WILLIAM & COOPER, SANDRA L.
DERUOSI, STEVEN & RUGG, TORRI J.




DEVINCENZO, JOSEPH & JOANNE M.
DIBLASI, JOSEPH & PATRICIA
DICIENZO, DOMINIC & CAROLANN
DICIENZO, DOMINIC & CAROLANN
DIETZ, PAUL M. & PHYLLIS C.
DIGE, CARRIE
DIMARCO, LEONARD J. & DIANA I.

















DOOLEY, FRANCIS E. Ill
DOOLEY, FRANCIS III & STEPHANIE
DOUBLEDAY, KAREN H.
DOUCET, NORMAN D. & ANNE F.
DOUCETTE, JEREMIAH E. & HARRIS, SUSAN A.
DOUGLAS, SCOTT 6. DEBRA A.
& GLORIA A.


















































































































































ER. EDNA OBRYAN ESTATE
C/0 DONALD DWYER
-ARD
S, CHANDLER & CLAIRE D.
' L £ .
--FRED & ANN
;-:zly A.
























































































































96560 1 2360 84200
35950 9 00 26950
4b040 6620 39420
84
OWNER(S) OF RECORD MAP/PARCEL* TOTAL LAND BLDGS C.U.
ELEFTKERIO'J, HARRIET
ELIOPOULOS, CHRIS & MARY
C/O DAVID PANOPOULOS
ELLIOTT, KENNETH W. & PAULA
ELLIS, DALE
ELLIS, MICHAEL A. & SHEILA R.
ELLIS, SCOTT & KATHLEEN
ELLSWORTH, LEE E. & CAROL B.
EMBER, JOHN & SALLY CAMBER EMBER
EMERSON, RUSSELL; DON; BARRY AND
MCINERNY, CANDICE
ENGEL, PETER P. & JAYNE T.
ENGELBERT, CHANDRA



































FINCH, HENRY J. & HELEN J.
FINCH, HENRY J. & DOUGLAS
FINCH, HENRY J. & HELEN J.
FINCH, HENRY J. & HELEN J.
FINCH, HENRY J. & HELEN J.
FINDLAY, WALLACE & GERALDINE W.
FINKENBEINER, GERHARD B.
FINLEY, MICHAEL F. & KAREN J.
FIRDA, NICHOLAS & VIRGINIA B.
FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH & SOCIETY
FISH, GEORGE C. ESTATE & MINNIE E.
FISHER, CLARE





















































































































38470 5360 3 3110
6010
85




























::R. HARRY WZLLARO & NADA L.
iR, HARRY WILLARD & NADA L.
ER L. & BARBARA A.
AVID A.
R, PAUL S. & JUDITH C.
FOURNIER, ROBERT R. & ROSWITHA
I If 2UE8ITE
• NAB6UESITE
- LLIAM J. 7 OLIVE B.
•Ol'ER, JAMES & PATRICIA
FRANCOUER. JAMES & PATRICIA



























































































































































C/O OLD FORGE RESTAURANT
FRANZ BERGER, INC.
C/O OLD FORGE RESTAURANT
FRASER, MARK F. & JEANNETTE
FREDA, NICHOLAS F. & CYNTHIA L.
FREDETTE, E. FRANCIS & SARAH S.
FREDETTE, E. FRANCIS & SARAH S.
FREDETTE, E. FRANCIS & SARAH S.
FREDEY, GWENDOLYN B.
FREEMAN, RICHARD H. & LOIS S.
FRENCH, DAVID L. & DEBORAH L.









GAGNE, RAYMOND D. & ANNETTE M.
GAGNON, ANDRE L. & NANCY
GAGNON, ARTHUR J. & ADELE G.
GAGNON, ARTHUR L. & VIRGINIA M.
GAGNON, GALE S.
GAGNON, MAURICE R. & BARBARA R.
GAGNON, NORMAN P. & MARLENE A.
GAGNON, NORMAN P. & MARLENE A.
GALLANT, JOSEPH A. H. ESTATE
C/O DOROTHY GALLANT
GALLANT, JOSEPH A.H. ESTATE
C/O DOROTHY R. GALLANT
GANOE, JAMES & CHRISTINE
GARCIA, FRANK P. & ROSE M.
GARCIA, RAYMOND
TRUSTEE OF PARAMON TRUST
GARDNER, RICHARD M. & MARIE A
GARLAND, GEORGE W. & HELEN E.
GARLAND, MATTHEW & CATHERINE
GARLAND, RICHARD & BARBARA
GARLAND, RICHARD <S BARBARA
GASEAU, HARVEY J. <S ANN K.
GAUDETTE. BARRY B. <S BELLA D.
AND
& ALICE M.
JR. & MELANIE R
W. & KENDRA
P. & MARY E.
& SHIRLEY R.
09 20. 16 105600 105600
09 20 17 903100 903100
09 20 U 89000 89000
10 11 16710 16710
10 12 30180 30180
10 13 267890 30660 237230
10 16 19020 19020
10 17 167050 39300 127750
10 18 41680 16260 25420
32 01 10 10
39 40 4000 4000






















































































«Ef l>> . R.








V. PHILIP F. M. JR.
5. & HAROLD E.
. . .'R . & MARY G.
-:S D. JR. & MARY G.
. JR. & MARY G.
F. 4 MARTHA W.
- NOMAS P. & LUCILLE A.
L. & PHYLLIS E.
OMAS L. & KATHY L.
-1CHARD N. & MURIEL C. AND
DUROCHER, RUSSELL A. & OLIVE C.
IRD N. ESTATE & MURIEL C.
GODDARD. CHARLES S. & LINDA L.
GODDARD, EARL R. & LAURA J.
GODDARD. ROLAND C. JR. & LORRAINE E.
GODDARD. ROLAND C. JR. & LORRAINE E.
GODDARD. ROLAND C. SR. & ANNA MARCIA
GODDARD. ROLAND C. SR. & ANNA MARCIA
GODLEY. THOMAS M. & GLORIA J.
GOGUEN. GERARD & JACQUELINE
GOLISANO. ARMANDO
ROBERT E. & JOAN C.
ROBERT E. & JOAN C.















ESTATE & JANET B.
ESTATE S JANET B.
& SANDRA J.
JOSEPH F. & MARJORIE
GOUDREAU. ALBERT 0. & LUCILLE E.
GOULDING. MURIEL L.















































































































OWNER(S) OF RECORD MAP/PARCEL* TOTAL LAND BLDGS C.U.
& MARY M.







GRAHAM, GLEN D. &
GRAHAM, JOHN C. &
GRAINGER, LEONA M.
GRASON, RUFUS L. & EDNA B.
GRAVEL, LEO C. & DORIS M.
GRAVES, DONALD & WEBB, ELIZABETH
GRAVES, GLEN H. & BETSY L.
GRAY, DAVID & SUSAN
GRAY, DAVID & SUSAN
GRAY, FRANCIS A. & LAURA M.
GREEN, RALPH W. & LEWIN, JANICE i
GREENAN, JOHN AND FRANCES J.
GREENSPAN, PETER T. & BARBARA M.
GREENWOOD, SCOTT A. & ELAINE M.
GREGORY, ELIZABETH
GREGORY, GEORGE W. & JEAN L.
GREGORY, LEWIS L. JR. & FRANCINE
GREGORY, LEWIS L. JR. & FRANCINE












GROOM, HAROLD R. &
GRUMMON, ROBERT A.
C/O CUMBERLAND CLINIC
GUPTILL, WILLIAM S. & NANCY M.
GUTTERIDGE, DOUGLAS H. JR.
GUTTERIDGE, DOUGLAS H. & JEANNETTE
GUY, ROBERT H. & BETTY JANE, TRUSTEES
1ST AMEND. TO 1975 REVOCABLE TRUST(S)











C/O FOUR STAR CATERING
HAGEMEYER, MARK
C/O FOUR STAR CATERING
HAGEMEYER, MARK
C/O FOUR STAR CATERING
HAKALA, ROBERT E. & KATHLEEN E.
HAKALA, SCOTT & INA
HALBEDEL, BRIAN C. 6. EUNICE H.































































































































HERBERT J.. MADELINE A. &
A.













E. & MARILYN R.
DANIEL Tj r.ARK A;
AM M. ; NIEMELA, RALPH
EVERETT E. & FLORENCE E.
I ELLEY
-ACE

















I ! AM L
. IAM L
t:na






















HASBROUCK. WILLIAM G. 4 EDITH
HASELKORN, MARK & SUZANNE
HASKELL, ANDREW R. (, HAZEL B.
HASKELL, ANDREW R. & HAZEL
HASKELL, FREDERICK & FOYE,
HASKELL, RAY F.
'•GS, FLORENCE A.






























































































































HASTINGS, FLORENCE & DANA





HAYENS, JENNY & MICHAEL C/O SLADE






HEIKKINEN, DAVID R. & SIRI R.
HEIL, MICHAEL J. & CAROL A.
HEIMAN, JAMES R. & SHARON




HENNESSEY, KATHRYN R. & COOK, SUSAN
HENNESSY, EUGENE G. & KATHLEEN M.
HENNIGAN, DENNIS M. & EVELYN L.
HENRIKSON, STEVEN T. & LAURA A.
HERMAN, CHRISTINE A.
HIETALA, BRUCE R. & RONALAA L.
HILDRETH, DOUGLAS R. & SUZAN M.
HILDRETH, DOUGLAS R. & SUZAN M.
HILDRETH, W. H. & SON
HILL, STEVEN E. & BONIE J.
HILL, DIANE C.
HILL, DONALD J. & ELIZABETH M.
HILL, KENNETH E. & ELIZABETH M.
HILLIS, DAVID W. & VICTORIA I.
HILLIS, FREDERIC W. & JANE E.
HINDMARSH, ROBERT G.
HOARD, MARY L.
HOARD, PATRICK DONALD & PATRICIA J.
HODGINS, RICHARD W. & MARY E.
HODGMAN, FREDERICK
HOFFMAN, PETER W. & CAROL ANN
C/O BAD AIBLING ELEM
HOFFMAN, STEPHEN G.; JONATHAN B.; AND
ROCHBERT-HOFFMAN, LEAH-RACHEL






HOLLAND. HENRY W. &
HOLLAND, HENRY W. &




















































































































• TOTAL LAND BLDGS C .U
. 09






A D. 35. 07
A. 45 062
A. B4
• A. 6, D< 13. 14
- 4b ,02-1
\BETH V.
A F. 41 ,.08
-. -
fi HARI1 •'- H 03. 30
LAS H. 6 ,05
A. 07. 38-1
. 6. MARY L. 26 .01
1. & MARY L. 26,.02
R. & PHYLLIS T. 07 .38
. HELEN L. & RAYMOND F. 06. 58
HUDS. CO. 27 .16
HUOS- R. 4 SHARILYNNE 07,.50-1
K. & CYNTHIA A. 04 .54-2
HUDSON. HERMAN A. & SCOTT. BARBARA H. 05..21
S. ROBERT C. & ADRIENNE 19 .16-2
HUDSON. ROBERT C. & ADRIENNE 19, , 19
RUFF, £• & MARGARET A. 46 . 18
ENDIS E. & MARGARET A. 46,.19
ALAN N. 03 .08-1
ALAN N. 03,.08-6
HUGHGILL. ALAN N. 13 .20
HUGHGILL. GEORGE C. & DOLLY C. ESTATE 03 .04-8
C/O J. HUGHGILL, EXECUTOR
HUGHGILL. RAYMOND E. SR . & GLORIA M. 26 .04
HUGHGILL. ROBERT C. SR . <£ MARY 03 .08-3
"Z, JOAN M. 13 . 11
S. FRED ROGER & ANN M. 43 .01-09
HUNT. JOHN B. 01 . 11
-VST, JOHN B. 01 . 11-11
HUNT. JOHN B. 01 . 11-12
HUNT. JOHN B. 01 . 11-14A
HUNT. JOHN B. 01 . 11-14B
HUNT. JOHN B. 01 . 11-14C
HUNT. JOHN B. 01 . 11-14D
HUNT. JOHN B. 01 .11-15
JOHN B. 01 . 11-6
HUNT, JOHN B. 01 .11-8
HUNT. JOHN B. 01 . 12
HUNT. JOHN B. 05 . 41
r, ROY A. Ill & GALE S. 01 .11-7
HUNTER. DONALD V. & ELIZABETH F. 07 . 94
HUNTINGTON, DONALD A. SR. & BRENDA E. 33 . 13
HURLEY, JAMES M. & MARILYN J. 03 .35
HURLEY, MARILYN J. 03 .08-2
HUTTON, ALICE C. 34 . 13





























































IDAKA, YUICHI & DEBORAH
INFERRERA, PAUL L. & CLARA
INMAN, DAN T. & APRIL
JACKSON, BRADLEY C. & KRISTIN S.
JACKSON, KENNETH J. & RICHARD
JACKSON, ROBERT S. & DEBORAH D.
JACOBS, SANDRA L. & SCOTT L.
JACOUES, JOSEPH E.
JAFFREY, TOWN OF
JAFFREY RINDGE COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DIST.










JICK, LEON A. &
JICK, LEON A. &
JICK, LEON A. &
JOHANSEN, SVEN
JOHNSON, STEVEN D.
JAMES W. & KAREN A.
CHARLES E.






















CARL H. & AGNES J.
CARL H. & AGNES J.
CHRIS A. & GAIL E.




























STEVEN D. & GISELA M.
WILLIAM D. & MARIA L.
ROSANNE A. & BURKE, ANNE J.
WANDA
JAMES H. & LINDA B.








































































































































^RREL S. & MARGARET A.
KEEFE. ALAN & JOANNA
W. & MARION N. & KEECAN
& MAURA V.
-ART W. 4 MARION N.
KEENAN. JOSEPH B. & MURPHY. PATRICIA
N P.
NE H. & STURTEVANT
-ARTHA M.
: E : L I SB.
C/O MARGARET M. KEILIG
KELLEB. ?IETER H.
KELLEY. FRANCIS J. & PATRICIA M.
l.Zr.9 . JOHN A. & HOUTEN-KEMP, MARY L.
FEW, SUSAN & TAMMY








KERSBERGEN. MARK D. & HOLLY
KETOLA, WALTER & ELVI
KETOLA. WARREN
KETOLA, WARREN








KILLEEN, AUSTIN J . & ANNE K
KILMARTIN. FREDERICK J. & E
KIMBALL. TIMOTHY & PENNY







































































































OWNER(S) OF RECORD MAP/PARCEL* TOTAL LAND BLDGS C.U.
KINNUNEN, DANNY R. & IRENE E.
KINNUNEN, WAINO E. & EUNICE V.
KINTZ, CHRISTOPHER & SUSAN A.
KIPPERMAN, RICHARD & NANCY
KIRMIL, WILLIAM R. & LORRAINE
KIRMIL, WILLIAM R. & LORRAINE
KIRSLIS, PETER C. & STEPHANIE L
KLEIN, EDWIN B. JR.


















































KNIGHT, PHILLIP A.; A,
KNIGHT, ROBERT E. A.
KNOTTS, MARGARET E.
C/O JEFFREY CROCKER, CONSERVATOR
KNOTTS. MARGARET E.
C/O JEFFREY CROCKER, CONSERVATOR
KOCH, BRUCE F. & DELANEY, PATRICIA A,
KOCH, WILLIAM & MARION
KOHLHORST, RONALD E. & REBECCA L.
KOHRS, KEVIN N.
KOIVULA, RONALD J. & BARBARA JO





KOSKI, DAVID B. & LAURA L.
KOSKI, LINNE V.
KOTTKE, THOMAS & CHERYL
C/O KOTTKE CLINIC


















































































































PARCELt I ANP HLDGS CD
. A
•E E.





p. : THE. A.
: THERESA; -•> A.
: THF s A.







RANK E. & MILDRED
. BERT & CATHER
LAFARIER. ROGER D. & DONNA
A. & PEARL J.







HE. LET A G.
HE. PAUL D. & JO ANNE
LAKE. ROBERT C. & JEAN M.
I MONOMONOC SAILING ASSOCIATION
EN MARKS
MICHAEL P. & WENDY L.
RUTH E.
ROBERT G. & MARJORIE L.
LAMOUREUX, EDWARD M. & MARY E.
LANOUREUX. EDWARD M. & MARY E.
LAHOUREUX, EDWARD, MARY & DAVID









LANOUE. EDMUND T. & NORMA M.
LANTRY. THOMAS A. & KATHLEEN
LAPHA". A. TAYLOR & VIRGINIA M.
LAPH.A-, A. TAYLOR & VIRGINIA M.
LAPOINTE. ROBERT G. & MARGARET H
LAPRADE. JUNE M.
LARC:. ILE A. 6 BRENDA








































































































OWNERCS) OF RECORD MAP/PARCEL* TOTAL LAND BLDGS C.U.
LARSON, HERBERT G. & JANET H.
LATHAM, DAVID J. & LATHAM, KENNETH C.
SHANGRI-LA FARM
LAUKKA, HENRY W. & RUTH E.
LAUKKA, HENRY W. & RUTH E.
LAVENDER, ROBERT E.
LAVOIE, RALPH E.




LEBLANC, CAMILLE J. & GERMAINE A.
LEBLANC, DAVID C. & SHARON L.
LEBLANC, DAVID H. J. & JUDITH Q.
LEBLANC, DONALD R. & BERTHA M.
DONALD R. & BERTHA M.
RAYMOND W.
C/O RAY PLASTIC INC.
LECLERC, RAYMOND W.
C/O RAY PLASTIC INC.
LECUYER, CHARLES A. & EVA MARIE
LECUYER, DAVID I.
LEDUC, JOSEPH H. & LUCIE E.





















LEGSDIN, WARREN E. & ANNETTE L.
LEHTONEN, CARL & DEBRA
LEHTONEN, GLENN & SUZANNE
LEMIEUX, RICHARD J. & JO ANNE R.








































































































































































R. & PETTY C.


























LUND. ERIC R. & SUSAN G.
IPHEN & LOIS
N. RICHARD K. & DOROTHY J.
LYONS. BARRY J. & MARILYN
AM IN L. 6 LAUREL A.
: TNALD. NEIL K. 4 PATRICIA
MAC INI ] - A.
HACKESY, JOSEPH P. 4 MARY T.
C/O RE
Z?H P. & MARY T.
C/O REGAL
WILLIAM & JOYCE E.. & MORRIS,
C/O ' PHYLLIS
BASIL B. & PEIRCE.






































































































OWNER (S) OF RECORD
MAGENHEIMER, FREDERICK J. Ill <&
KITTREDGE, PATRICIA A.
MAHER, MICHAEL & ANN MARIE
MAILLET, FIDELE J. & CAROL J.
MAILLETT, RENE & DORINA
MAJEWSKI, JOSEPH & JOANNE
MANSEAU, SANDRA M.
MARA, JOHN P. & HOLLY S.
MARACEK, MARY & GOODWIN, MARGARET
MARACEK,MARY B.; ELISH , HARRI ET ; EHREN-
BERG, RONNIE; & COMERFORD, ELIZABETH
MARACEK, MARY B . ; ELISH , HARRIET; EHREN-
BERG, RONNIE; & COMERFORD, ELIZABETH















MARROTTE, DANIEL G. & GLORIA S.
MARSH, SHELDON C. & FLORENCE A.


































MARTORANO, ROGER J. & CHRISTINE M.
MASON, ARTHUR T. JR.
MASON, ARTHUR T. JR.
MASON, ARTHUR T. & ELAINE D.
MASTERS, VICTORIA I.
























































































































N C. 4 LOUISE P.
EN F





. & MARY E.
S DONNA
RICHARD D. & KATHLEEN
EDWARD J. . LINDSAY G.
,
ART R. & ANDREA E.
• J.
NES E. & DEBRA E.
IN D. fi CATHERINE J.
MCKOON. CARL R. & PHYLLIS C.
TAITK A. & RUSSELL
' N. & JUDITH A.
MCLEOD. CHARLES E. & SANDRA
HCNARY, ALICE S. & NOVIK, JOSEPH V.
IUB R. & JUNE W.
LE E. & DUOUETTE, MARY K.
MCNir .Z E. & DUQUETTE, MARY K.
HCPHIE. PAUL J. & MARYLYNN
MCVEY. THOMAS J. & RITA E.
rE:EI?:S. ALAN J.




MELANSON, JOSEPH N. &
-ELLIN, CARL F. JR. &
MELLOR, RICHARD M.
:LLE, DAVID B.
C/O AUBREY E. JONES
MELVILLE, DAVID B.
C/O AUBREY E. JONES
TLLE, DAVID B.
C/O AUBREY E. JONES
MELVILLE. DAVID B.
C/O AUBREY E. JONES
MELVILLE, DAVID B.
C/O AUBREY E. JONES
MEI • ILLE, DAVID B.
C/O AUBREY E. JONES
MELVILLE. DAVID B.



















































4350 4 3 50
. L40
L.O 4000 38050















































OWNER(S) OF RECORD MAP/PARCEL* TOTAL LAND BLDGS
MENARD, MITCHELL J. & RUBY M.
MENDEL, RALPH &. DORIS S.
MENDEL, ROBERT & PATRICIA
MERCIER, JOHN & VICKI
MERRIAM, GEORGE & ROSEMARY
MERRILL, PERRY L. & MARGARET M.
MERRIMACK CONSTRUCTION SYSTEMS
METCALF, ANITA 0.
MET2GER, JOHN K. & {CATHERINE
METZGER, QUENTIN R. & MARILYN
MICHAUD, JEFFREY
MICHNIEWICZ, STANLEY E. & JEAN M.
MICKELSON, TED & LOIS






























MILLS, JOHN B. &
MILLS, JOHN B. &
MINIHAN, JOHN J.
MIRAGLIA, THELMA














MORIARTY, JONATHAN & LINDA
MORIN, EDMOND K. JR. & MARIE
MORIN, LYNN J.
MORIN, RIC J & MARY I .
MORRIS, JAMES H. & KATHLEEN
MORRIS, ROBERT J. & MARY T.
MORRIS, ROBERT J. & MARY T.
MORRIS, ROBERT J. & MARY T.
MORRIS, ROBERT J. fi MARY T.































































































































5E K. & CLARA M.
MEW - ES. INC.




L SHOW PROMOTIONS INC.
STUART J. & BRENDA A.
JOANNE & KENRY
- ENGLAND POWER COMPANY
PROPERTY TAX DEPARTMENT
- ENGLAND POWER COMPANY
PROPERTY TAX DEPARTMENT




- ENGLAND POWER COMPANY
PROPERTY TAX DEPARTMENT
- ENGLAND POWER COMPANY
ERTTf TAX DEPARTMENT
- EN3LAND POWER COMPANY
I ERTTf TAX DEPARTMENT




NEW _ POWER COMPANY
i TAX DEPARTMENT
- ENGLAND POWER COMPANY
PROPERTY TAX DEPARTMENT








34200 7300 . 900
06.50-08 5550 5550
: a 32550 6000 . c '.50
03.92-03 31300 7300 J4000
47.05 17490 8280 9210





35.08 33740 7080 26660
02. 59. 106 12400 12400
07.26-31 40410 b290 34120
36.05 9450 8250 1200
39.41 60340 10800 49540
43.01-21 62490 12840 49650
01 . 17 7020 7020
06.64E 9300 9300
45.092 1200 1200
46.42 55100 6200 48900
17.21 45980 16600 29380
14.21 58050 12270 45780
19.18 39000 13400 25600
46.21 26120 4640 21480
00.00 687500 687500
02.00 687500 687500
02. 11 3740 3740








28.04 365P0 5600 . C!*80
102
OWNER (S) OF RECORD MAP/PARCEL* TOTAL LAND BLDGS
C/O GEN. MGR. NH STATE & LOCAL
NEWMAN, DONALD & JULIANN
NICHOLS, BARBARA W.
NICHOLS, CHARLES S.
NIEMELA, MARK A. & LISA M.
NIEMELA, ALVAH W. & BARBARA J.
NIEKITALO, BRUCE D. & BRENDA L.
NIGHTINGALE, VANNA S.
NILES, GARY W. & KATHY A.





NILSSEN, R. HELGE & RUTH
NILSSEN, R. HELGE & RUTH
NILSSEN, R. HELGE & RUTH
NISKALA, GARY A. & YVONN]
NORBY, MARK & NANCY
NORBY, STEVEN A.

















NUTT, JULIA W.& HORSLEY,RITTA JO&
NUTTING, DAVID T.
NYBLOM, TOMAS & MELINDA
O'LOUGHLIN, JAMES & NANCY A.
OBRIEN, EUGENE F. & SUZANNE M.
OBRIEN, HERBERT J.
OCONNOR, PAUL M. & MARY M.
OCONNOR, RICHARD H. & JERILYN
ODELL, CURTIS F. & PATRICIA A.
OESER, PAUL & ROBERTA
OKEEFE, ROBERT J. & MARGARET M.
OLIHOVIK, WALTER M. & CHERYL A.
OLIN, GORDON C.
OLIN, JAMES & RHODA
OLIN, JAMES & RHODA
OLIN, LARRY D. & GORDON C.
OLIN, LARRY & ELMI
OLIN, RICHARD & JEAN
OLOUGHL1N, KENNETH & SARA
OLSON, LEVI J.
OLSON, ANDREW C. & SANDRA J.
OLSON, ANNE L.
OLSON, CARL M.



























































































































































































ORR, CHARLES F. &
OSSENFORT. GEORGE E. SR . & FRANCES L.
OSTERGARD, DALAE C. & VIRGINIA M.
ostre::her, kim J. & ellen d.
IUSTXM P; RICHARD A; DANIEL J; AND
-ARP A.
OTOCIZ, SYLVESTER J. & DEBORAH A.
OUELLETTE, LOUISE G.; DOTCHIN , JOANNA E .
;
GRUHHON, CAROLYN K.; GRUMMON , FRANCES G.
OZENICH, MICHAEL P. & LIANE T.
PAC I ULLI. ANDREW R . SR . &DIMODICA, DOMINIC
PADDOCK, TIMOTHY, & BROWN GREGG
ARD S. & BARBARA A.
WILBUR H. & WAJHKONEN, ANN
ZZOLO, PAUL J. & ANN M.
-0, JOANNE; ROSA, CONNIE; AND
PALERMO. PAUL J. JR.
I HLHER, HARRY W.
PALOSAARI, TIMOTHY V. & MARY C.
PANGBORN, MARION ELSIE
PANGBORN, RALPH H. & BETTY S.
PANGBORN. RALPH H. & BETTY S.
PAOLUCCI. DONALD A. & LINDA
AS. ANARGEROS C. & CONSTANTINA
•--.:•. rENFIETTA


































































































34500 12 5 224 50
57570 13000 4 4 570
10140 6060 12080
53800 23450 30 3 50
104





































PATARI, MARTHA & RAH
PAWLOWICZ, STANLEY <S
PAYNE, BARBARA B.
PEABODY, BAYARD W. &
PEABODY, LAWRENCE C.
PEACOCK, GEORGE W. I





















PELTO, KENNETH W. &
















II & PATRICIA A.
II & PATRICIA A.

























































































































38300 64 50 318 50
8150 815"
105









. & JOHN M. Ill
RLES E
.
RANCH 1 ( RACE I
-



















PIKE. WAYNE B. & SIMONE E.
LT. PAUL L.
il eden association
C/O H. C. WHITNEY. SECRETARY
:- IT. PETER J. & SUSAN A.
1
' -LEY F. & GERTRUDE A,
LAMINATED PRODUCTS, INC.
:-E£TER J. & HELEN C.
PLISKA, ."-ESTER J. & HELEN C.
• MS. ALAN I . & SALLY K
.
MO. FREDERICK & HELEN
POOR, ERIC A. & MARSHA
. DOUGLAS C. 6 JULIANNE
LE, WILLIAM N. 6, ORA ESTATE
C/C ELIL-rZTH CARON
-ETTA. ANTHONY
POTTER. MAX E. 4. ELEANOR F.
. . F 3BERT J. 6 fiOE ISM.




07, 60 30230 11300




43 .01- . 39350 9700 29650
' 50850 6250 44600
. .20- 1 38580 22400 16180
39720 17400 22320
.06 22475 8175 14300
48, 81 19430 9110 10320
38 ,02 24240 4900 19340
21 , 16 22450 6600 15850
02,,59. 111 12350 12350
46. 23 4020 4020
46. 30 4020 4020
46.,33 3540 3540
46, 14 23150 4560 18590
49. 03 4680 4680
49. 04 5400 5400
49. 05 7440 7440
49.,06 3840 3840
49.,07 3720 3720
25.,21 25450 6000 19450
15 .21 14900 12400 2500
10,,21 62860 54820 B040
02. 59. 027 4350 4350
14 . 30 20190 10720 9470
11 ,.06-1 13120 13120
17 .04 5580 5580
17, 19 33450 14600 18850
33,.05 37210 7000 30210
06, 29 52500 9000 43500
01 , 20 33510 7550 25960
07, 26- 39 35580 5820 29760
38 .01 19610 3780 1 5830
04.,02- 3 6450 6450
02, , 59. 037 12250 12250
31 , 1 2 30310 4»,20 25690
07, , ie-
' 43950 6250 '.77 00
106
OWNER(S) OF RECORD MAP/PARCEL* TOTAL LAND BLDGS C.U
& BARBARA K.











PRATT, ROBERT B. & ELAINE M.
PRATT, ROBERT B. & ELAINE M.
PRATT, ROBERT B. & ELAINE M.
PRESTON, WILLIAM C. & SHIRLEY
PREVOST, FRANK & JEANNE














PUGH, JACKIE L. &
PUOPOLO, JOHN P
PUOPOLO, JOHN P
PUSTOLA, GEORGE T. & MARIE
PUTNAM, TERRY A. & LORETTA
PYER, DALE F. &
PYER, DALE F. &
PYHALA, ARTHUR E. & EDITH
PYHALA, ARTHUR E. & EDITH
PYHALA, JACOB & KAREN
QUIMBY, DAVID P. & JUDYLEE M.
QUIMBY, PERCY L.
QUINN, FRANCIS L. & MARY K.
RAASOCH, JOHN W. & SANDRA
RACICOT, RAYMOND C. & LUELLA S.
RADAZAR, PAMELA A.




RASKU, WALTER R ; ESTHER ; JOHN R.SR;&SHARON
RATHBURN, JOHN K.
RAY, DONALD W. & MARGARET H. AND
WILSON, DONALD V. & KATHY T.
RAYMOND, ALAN R.; JEAN; DEGRANDPRE, JOAN
;
AND TIEGER, JUDITH
RAYMOND, LARRY A. & DONNA
































































































































IRA I HER S.
N :
- * P. & BRADLEY. HOMER S.
- HN B. F
A F. 4 BRADLEY. HOMER S.
- rOHH B. F
:>BARA P. & BRADLEY. HOMER S.
-rARA F. 6. • HOMER S.
N B. RICE
rBARA P. & BRADLEY. HOMER S.
-
-BARA P. & BRADLEY, HOMER S.
-BARA P. & BRADLEY. HOMER S.
• B. RICE
-BARA P. & BRADLEY, HOMER S.
S. U/W JOHN B. RICE
A P. & BRADLEY, HOMER S.
JOHN B. RICE
& BRADLEY. HOMER S.
rEES
E, BARBARA P.
TEES, U/W JOHN B. RICE
BARBARA P. & BRADLEY, HOMER S.
- --"^HN B. F : :e
-BARA P. & BRADLEY. HOMER S.
TEES. U/W JOHN B. RICE
RICE. BARBARA P. & BRADLEY, HOMER S.
>TEES, U - _-OHN B. RICE
. BARBARA P. & BRADLEY. HOMER S.
TEES. U/W JOHN B. RICE
-A P. & BRADLEY, HOMER S.
"EES, U/W JOHN B. RICE
RICE b-.rBARA F. & BRADLEY. HOMER S.
- JOHN B. RICE
RICE . ERLY H.
JR. & RUBY E.






7 1. EN 6 CAROLYN ANN
--
: . z z :: a. & susan p.
- : e e
- THERESA P
. 00 6000 39300
02, 09- •50 • 50
04, 3 39810 7380
8100
49 1S . : 10 17350
03, 09- 1 37900 7950
10. 04 50 26350
3 1250 6350 .
,05 42550 B800 33750
28. 08 40220 6160 34060
03 .54 670 670
03, 55 670 670
04, 2250 2250
07, 55 7060 7060
08. 29 5850
30,,40« •< I »42 *43 11150 11150
34..02 6690 6690
34. 25 6690 6690
34, 26 14210 7320 6890
34.,32 4770 4770
34, 35 2840 2840
34,,39 3020 3020
34 ,40 3020 3020
34,,41 3950 3950
34..42 4850 4850
34 ,45 3020 3020
34, 47 4250 4 2 5-0
08.,10- 4 30100 6650 23450
06 .02 43950 20580 23370
06,,03 7980 7000 980
45, . 112 18000 3750 14250
04. 18 53370 6750 46620
04..33 225
10.,21 . 07
16 ,05-•1 32100 6750 2 5350
07,,24- . p 39740 7540 32200





& JACKEE M. ANDRICHARDS, EDWIN A.
SMITH, GLENNA
RICHARDS, EDWARD




































RIPLEY, DAVID K. & CAROL W.
ROACH, BRADLEY W. & JANET E.
ROBBINS, FREDERIC M. ESTATE & BARBARA
ROBB1NS, SHERIDAN J. & CHARLENE N.
ROBBINS ROAD NOMINEE TRUST
C/O JOHN & PATRICIA DESMOND




































































ROCHELEAU, ARTHUR & PAULA
ROGERS, BROOKS F. & MARIAN
































































25940 6340 19 6
46150 10400 35750
17^50 3720 1 4^30
7705
109







R< 1 •• NEB S. & JANET E.
- SNA n.
ANE
-ARD J. 4 ANNE MARIE
A.
ASGARET 4 CARY, ELAINE
W. 4 ANNE MARIE
- ^RD
SALAME. EDWARD
SALAS. JOSE S.; MARIE E.; AND FOWLER,
DANNY LEE 4 HEIDI MARIE
MARY
ft JR.
SAMFS. N. ELIZABETH W,






SANDS. DAVID B. 4 SUSAN L.
4 SUSAN L.
4 >. IM L.
& KIM L.
& KIM L.







ENT. FREDA M. ESTATE
H .'• GEN. TYLER
5AI ELA, DAVID & BARBARA
SAUCIER, RICHARD J. & DOROTHY
SAUVOLA, KENNETH A. 4 PHYLLIS A.
SAUVOLA. LAWRENCE A. & GLADYS J.
SAUVtli LAWRENCE A. & GLADYS J.
SAUVOLA, LAWRENCE A. & GLADYS J.




















































































































OWNER(S) OF RECORD MAP/PARCEL*
SAWYER, ELIZABETH 11 10
SAWYER, KEVIN W. & DEBORAH L. 07 18- 2
SAWYER, KEVIN & ANDERSON, SIEGLINDE 19 04
SAWYER, KEVIN & ANDERSON, SIEGLINDE 32 03
SAWYER, ROBERT C. JR. & NANCY T. 43 01- 08
SAWYER, SHIRLEY PAYNE 17 02- 2
SBROGNA, PAUL B. & SHEILA A. 15 04
SBROGNA, PAUL B. & SHEILA A. 15 23
SBROGNA, PAUL B. & SHEILA A. 15 24
SBROGNA, PAUL B. & SHEILA A. 15 31
SBROGNA, PAUL B. & SHEILA A. 15 32
SCARRELL, SUSAN ET ALS 10 21 . 16
SCHAEFER, RAYMOND B. & DIANNE 46 10
SCHAEJBE, ROBERT E & DIANE C. 08 13- 2
SCHAEJBE, ROBERT E & RITA E. 34 27
SCHEIBLER, SHIRLEY 03 33
SCHEIBLER, SHIRLEY 03 49
SCHEIBLER, SHIRLEY 03 56
SCHEIBLER, SHIRLEY 07 80
SCHEIBLER, SHIRLEY 07 83
SCHMALTZ, EUNICE D 48 55
SCHMALTZ, EUNICE D 48 79
SCHMALTZ, HENRY J. 44 02
SCHMALTZ, HENRY J. 44 03
SCHMALTZ, HENRY J. 48 86
SCHMALTZ, HENRY J. & EUNICE D. 48 78
SCHMITT, GEORGE 01 03 H
SCHNEIDER, HARRY K & ALICE 03 92- 02
SCHNEIDER, RICHARD J. & DOLORES A. 27 10
SCHOFIELD, TOMMIE L. & TAMARA J. 04 51- 5
SCHOW, HOWARD B. 19 26
SCHOW, HOWARD B. & NAN W. 10 04
SCHOW, HOWARD B. & NAN W. 10 04- 06
SCHOW, HOWARD B. & NAN W. 11 02
SCHOW, HOWARD B. & NAN W. 11 02- 2
SCHOW, HOWARD B. & NAN W. 11 02- 3
SCHOW, HOWARD B. & NAN W. 11 03
SCHOW, HOWARD B. & NAN W. 11 03-1
SCHOW, HOWARD B. & NAN W. 11 03--2
SCHOW, HOWARD B. & NAN W. 11 03--3
SCHOW, HOWARD B. & NAN W. 11 03--4
SCHROEDER, CHARLES C. 12 03--5
SCHROEDER, CHARLES C. 12 03--6
SCHULTZ, ROBERT & PHYLLIS S. 06 46
SCHWER, CHARLES E. & BEVERLY 20 07
SCIBEK, EDWARD T. & EVELYN J. 40 17
SCOTLAND, RICHARD B. & ELINOR T. 14 54
SCOVILLE, JANET P. 34 17--1
SEABAUGH, STEVEN R & JEANMARIE C. 23 01- 26
SEAMANS. LAURIE K. 47 22
SEAMANS, LAURIE K. 47 30
SELLARS, EUELL 0. & EILEEN E. 03 07
SEPPA, JOHN 0. & CARMELLA 07 24
SEPPALA & AHO 06 14
SEPPALA & AHO 06 49C
TOTAL LAND BLDGS C.U .







































































A. & ANNA LEENA
S ARLENE
E & MARGARET
























































- l: am M.
• N VILLI AM M.
N. ESTATE & LAINA H.
MONTGOMERY T. (, STEPHANIE H.
HAEL - • 6 MARILYNS A.
























































420 '80 ! f < -10
15930 15930



































































, JR. & JUDITH C.
SHERWIN, JOHN P.
SHOLL, DONALD H. & JANET V.













SINCLAIR, IAN R. & ELLEN M.
SINGER, IRVING & JOSEPHINE F.
SINGER, JOEL & LINDA
SINGER, JOEL & LINDA
"SIRVINT, RICHARD B . &GORDENSTEIN , ROBERTA D
SISTERS OF THE PRESENTATION
B.V.M. INC.
SKOG, WILLIAM & MARY
SLIVIAK, SANDRA L.
SLOANE,, EDITH B.
SLOANE , EDITH B.
SMITH, CHARLES F'. & PHYLLIS L
SMITH, CHARLES £;. & PATRICIA
SMITH, DAVID W. & GAIL R.
SMITH, DONALD J. & MARY G.
SMITH, ESTHER
SMITH, JAMES L. & IRIS C.
SMITH, JOSEPHINE M.
SMITH, LEE N.
SMITH, MARGARET B. & AUCOIN
SMITH, MARJORIE
MARK D. & JEAN C.











































































































































:>. & JANET L.
- H. & F.
\n r.
N . E. & MABEL
LTOPHER & PATRICIA C















rE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE







ERSEN, LYLE M. &
ERSEN. PHILIP R.





























































































BO . 490 14(
6550
44000 10650 33350






































33200 1 5770 17430

















STONE, JAMES A. & ORLETTE
STONE, MARK & DIANE
STONE, RONALD M.
STONE, WARREN L. & PATRICIA A
STPIERRE, BLANCHE E.
STPIERRE, ERNEST N. &
STRATTON, DOUGLASS E.













SUMNER, HOWARD R. JR
SUMNER, BRIAN D. & PAMELA J.
SUNDSTROM, ROBERT F. JR.
SUSCA, PAUL A. & LOPATA, PEGGY B
SWEENEY, DIANE E.
SWEENEY, KEITH E. & PAMELA M.
SWEENEY, NORMAN
SWENSON, WALTER F. &
SWINGLE, LORRAINE T.
SWITTER, JAMES F.
SWITTER, STELLA S. &
SYLVESTER, ALBERT W.
SZEWCZYK, FRANK & LYDIA
SZYMCIK, FELIX & GERTRUDE
TAFE, DEBORAH A. & WILLIAM M.
TALMADGE, THERESA BRYAN
TALMADGE, THERESA BRYAN
TANNER, MARK & LINDA S.
TAYLOR, BERYL C. & ROBERT J.
TAYLOR, JEFFREY C.
TAYLOR, OLIVER J. &
TAYLOR, ROBERT S. &
TAYLOR, STANLEY R.
TEIXEIRA, MANUEL F.
TEIXEIRA, PAUL A. &


















& EBBA I .
R. & AUDREY B.
& JEAN M.
. & GAIL A.
& CASSIE M.





















































































































































. : AVID H.



















HPHOLT. STEPHEN & PAULA
ELLI. ANTHONY J. & BONNIE M.
ER. NORMAN D. Ill & KAREN M.
TUTTLE. DONALD R. & DOLLY A.
ER. JOHN E. & DEBORAH M.
TYSKEWICZ. JOSEPH & HELEN T.
TYSKEWICZ. JOSEPH & HELEN T.




UPSALL, RICHARD C. & VALORIE D.
URSUL, GEORGE R. & RUTH B.
URSUL, GEORGE R. & RUTH B.
URSUL, GEORGE R. & RUTH B.
ILEBRE, GEORGE C. & MARILYNN R.
HGAS, ANNA K. & ALTONEN, PIR'JO R
































































































































72120 7750 64 370
47050 9 1,0 38000
331 50 5700 2 7 -1 5 '.
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OWNER(S) OF RECORD MAP/PARCEL* :otal BLDOJ
VALADE, ALBERT E. JR. & VALADE, PETER K 41 .01 28260 9bUU 1 8 fab
VALADE, ALBERT E. JR. & VALADE, PETER K 41 . 16 52b0 5260
VALERI, JOHN R. & KA1 HERTNE L. 29.05-1 32450 7400 25050
VALIMAKI, RONALD E. 07.89A 14152 7560 6592
VALONEN L. RUDOLPH 41 . 13 5700 5700
VANDYKE JOHN D & BARBARA 02.41-3-3 36490 6890 29600
VANDYKE MILDRED 03.45 3310 3310
VANDYKE REINHARDT T. & MILDRED T. 03. 38 115 115
VANDYKE REINHARDT T. & MILDRED T. 03.38A 30 30
VANDYKE REINHARDT T. & MILDRED T. 03.41*42 450 450
VANDYKE ROBERT B. 03.34A 8950 8950
VANDYKE ROBERT B 03. 37 125510 108130 17380
VANDYKE ROBERT B 03.40 2480 2480
VANDYKE ROBERT B 03.40-1 500 500
VANDYKE ROBERT B 03.43 11800 11800
VANDYKE ROBERT B 03.44 905 905
VANDYKE ROBERT B 10.28 55690 14040 41650
VANDYKE ROBERT B 10.28-1 4540 4540
VANDYKE ROBERT B 27.06 37000 5040 31960
VANDYKE ROBERT B 50.02 29920 7120 22800
VANDYKE ROBERT B 50.03 8100 8100
VANDYKE ROBERT B 50.04 4500 4500
VANDYKE ROBERT B 50.05 4500 4500
VANDYKE ROBERT B 50.06 4500 4500
VANDYKE ROBERT B 50.07 4500 4500
VANDYKE ROBERT B 50.08 4500 4500
VANDYKE ROBERT B 50.09 4550 4550
VANDYKE ROBERT B 50.10 4500 4500
VANDYKE ROBERT B 50.11 4900 4900
VANDYKE ROBERT B 50.12 4750 4750
VANDYKE ROBERT B 50.13 4500 4500
VANDYKE ROBERT B 50. 14 4550 4550
VANDYKE ROBERT B 50.15 4550 4550
VANDYKE ROBERT B 50. 16 4500 4500
VANDYKE ROBERT B 50.17 4550 4550
VANDYKE ROBERT B 50.18 4550 4550
VANDYKE ROBERT B 50. 19 4500 4500
VANDYKE ROBERT B 50.20 4500 4500
VANDYKE ROBERT B 50.21 4550 4550
VANDYKE ROBERT B 50.22 4500 4500
VANDYKE ROBERT B 50.23 4700 4700
VANDYKE ROBERT B 50.24 4050 4050
VANDYKE ROBERT B 50.25 4650 4650
VANDYKE ROBERT B 50.26 4700 4700
VANDYKE ROBERT B 50.27 4650 4650
VANDYKE ROBERT B 50.28 4550 4550
VANDYKE ROBERT B 50.29 4600 4600
VANDYKE ROBERT B 50. 30 4550 4550
VANDYKE ROBERT B 50.31 4600 4600
VANDYKE ROBERT B 50. 32 4600 4600
VANDYKE ROBERT B 50.33 4550 4550
VANDYKE ROBERT B 50. 34 4550 4550
VANDYKE ROBERT B 50.35 4700 4700
VANDYKE ROBERT B 50.36 4550 4550
VANDYKE ROBERT B 50. 37 4 6 00 4600
117







L R. & HERSHEY. JANE L,
HELE M.ilR, ERIC -
t m
BEST & KAY
A. STEPHEN & JOHANNE L.
MIME, WILLIAM J. & ARLETTE R.
C/O SANDPIPER CONDOMINIUMS
HE. WILLIAM J. & ARLETTE R.
C/O SANDPIPER CONDOMINIUMS
- : AM J. & ARLETTE R.
C/O SANDPIPER CONDOMINIUMS
VLAHOS. PAUL G. & SHARRON M.
. . ALFRED C. JR.
VORFELD, JOHN & OHARA, PATRICIA
STROM. LESTER
WAKEFIELD. MARY S.
WALEN, H. BENSON & LOIS E.
ER. MARY H. & WEEKS, SUSAN
WALLACE. MARC & CASSANDRA
WALLING. CHEVES H. & CONSTANCE B.
-, ANN MARIE
-I, DAVID L. ; NARGI ,
SANDBACK. FREDERICK L

























DUDLEY & JUNNE S.


























JR. & ELIZABETH L,
KAREN A.
KAREN A,
, : AVID H. &
IATTS, DAVID H. &
WEEEER, CYNTHIA A.
WEBER, WENDELL W . & LA DONNA
TEE, DOUGLAS R. & JOYCE ANN
WEBSTER, FLOYD N. JR. & THERESA
WECHSLER, STEVE W. & THERESA M.
WEIDNER, JOHN L. & MIRIAM
WEIDNER, JOHN L. & MIRIAM
WEIN, DALTON H. & LORRAINE C.
WEINBERG, ROBERT A. & AMY S.
WEINBERG, ROBERT A. & AMY S.
WEINBERG, ROBERT A. & AMY S.
WEINBERG, ROBERT A. & AMY S.








































































































































OWNER (S) OF RECORD MAP/PARCEL* TOTAL LAND ELDGS
WELCH, MARY D.
WELLS, PETER & BARBARA
WESSELL, SCOTT S. & CHERI M.
WESSEL, TIMOTHY R.
WEST, MARLIN C. & CHRISTINE M.
WEST, JONATHAN E. & DARLENE E.
WEST, MARK A. & ELAINE
WEST, WILLIAM H. ESTATE
C/O NANCY W. HUSBANDS
WEST RINDGE BASKETS INC.
WEST RINDGE BASKETS INC.
WEST WOODMERE ASSOCIATION INC.
C/O THEODORE COVERT
WEST WOODMERE ASSOCIATION INC.
C/O THEODORE COVERT




WHICKER, RICHARD u, . & SARAH H.
WHICKER, RICHARD u, , & SARAH H.
WHITCOMB, DWIGHT A . & TANIS H.
WHITE, GERALD R. & LYDIA S.
WHITE, HERBERT L. , & MARY A.
WHITE, JOHN L. & JUDITH A.
WHITE, JOHN L. & JUDITH A.
WHITE, PEREGRINE
WHITE, PEREGRINE & JEAN T.
WHITE, PEREGRINE & REDVERS







WHITE, RUSSELL E. ESTATE
C/O MARILYN OLSEN
WHITE, RUSSELL III & ELEANOR G.
WHITE, RUSSELL III & ELEANOR G.
WHITE, RUSSELL III & ELEANOR G.
WHITEHEAD, RICHARD D. & MARY P.
WHITING, MASON B. & FLORENCE H.
WHITNEY, CARL C. ESTATE & MARION B
WHITNEY, CARLTON E.
WHITNEY, DANIEL & ROBIN
WHITNEY, DEAN W. & KARLA M.
WHITNEY, ELAINE R.
WHITNEY, HERBERT & MARION, AND
HESS, DONALD & JOAN
WHITNEY, HERBERT J. &
WHITNEY, HERBERT J. &
WHITNEY, HERBERT J. &
WHITNEY, HERBERT J. &
WHITNEY, HERBERT J. &
WHITNEY, HERBERT J. &












WHITTLE, WALTER & HELEN
WIDE WATER TRUST
C/O AUBREY JONES, TRUSTEE
WIDE WATER TRUST
C/O AUBREY JONES, TRUSTEE
WIINIKKA, RICHARD E. & RHONDA S.
WILCZYNSKI, JOSEPH P. & LYNN M.
WILKINSON, FREDERICK C. SR
.
WILKINSON, SUSAN M.
WILLIAMS, ALFRED P. JR. & JEANNETTE M.
WILSON, DAVID T. & NANETTE R.
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JACOB & GEORGIA J.
JACOB & GEORGIA J.
B & GEORGIA J.
JACOB & GEORGIA J.


















































ZELEN. MARVIN & THELMA G.
ZELENKA, RICHARD H. & DOROTHY B.
ZELENKA, RICHARD H
ZENKER. KAROL R. &
ZERINSKY, ROBERT
ZITZOW, ADA ET ALS
C/O ELEANOR DALRYMPLE
ZITZOW, ADA ET ALS
C/C ELEANOR DALRYMPLE















































































































































EMERGENCY — Police 899-5009
Fire 1-352-1100
Rescue/Ambulance 1-352-1100
Animal Control Officer 899-5009
Board of Adjustment Chairman 899-5456
Civil Defense Director 899-2820
Conservation Secretary 899-5460
Fire Department (Other Business) 899-3324
Health Officer 899-5445
Highway Department 899-5569
Ingalls Memorial Library 899-3303
Overseer of Welfare 899-5629
Planning Board Secretary 899-6615
Post Office 899-3372
Recreation Department 899-6158




SCHOOLS — Conant High School 532-7756
Jaffrey-Rindge Middle 532-7744
Rindge Memorial 899-3363
Saint Patrick's School 532-7676
Superintendent of Schools 924-3336
Bulk Rate
U.S. Postage
Paid
Rindge, N.H.
Permit No. 9
